(Long distance comprehending)
As a valuable source of information, satellite and airborne imagery is
destined to an even greater use in the future.
The national research programme for Earth observation STEREO I explored the following thematic fields:

Vegetation and agriculture
Cartography and land management
Study of coastal regions
Innovative technologies
Use of hyperspectral imagery
More than fifty projects were carried out by multidisciplinary teams
in numerous domains, from pure theory to the most concrete
applications.
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FOREWORD
Orbiting our beautiful yet vulnerable planet, satellites watch over
us. The sophisticated instruments they carry record data that enable us to better understand and monitor the Earth, its atmosphere
and its oceans.
Remote detection from space is a fast developing field of research. The diversity of parameters studied and the frequency of
acquisition are increasing while data availability and processing are
improving. Satellite data have become privileged sources of useful
information for both research purposes and as an aid to decisionmaking and management.
In 1986 already, Belgium understood the importance of space
applications and, at the same time while committing itself to the
French SPOT programme and participating in the activities of the
ESA and EUMETSAT, it set up its own national research and Earth
observation programme, known as TELSAT, subsequently extended
on three occasions. As worthy successor to TELSAT, the STEREO I
programme provided:
• Support for the internationally recognised poles of thematic expertise:  
- local vegetation and associated parameters;
- land management and cartography;
- study of coastal regions.
• Maintenance of a “New technologies and innovation” component within which projects implemented by networks made
it possible to develop advanced generic methodologies for data
processing.
• The ability to respond rapidly to new international initiatives.
“Shared cost actions” helped promote Belgian know-how within
international programmes.
• The use of airborne instruments prefiguring future useful satellite loads, in particular hyperspectral imagers.
The STEREO I programme also stimulated the development of
tools enabling satellite data to be incorporated into commercial

or public utility services as aids for decision-making and management. Partnerships were also established between Federal Science Policy and other public departments, and between industry
and the scientific world.
The programme covered five research years, from 2001 to 2006.
A global research budget of about 1 11 M enabled it to fund 50
projects, involving more than 130 scientists within 43 research
teams, 7 private companies, 9 public sector representatives and
NGOs/IGOs and 18 foreign partners.  
This publication sets out in detail 19 projects, 8 of them developed within the “Poles of expertise” strand, 4 as partnerships with
the public sector and 7 as partnerships with the private sector. For
each of these projects a general presentation accessible to all is
supplemented by more detailed information on the methodology
used and results obtained.
A section on hyperspectral imaging gives an overview of 26
projects carried out in the framework of the exploitation of these
new sensors.
Readers seeking to investigate a particular subject of study more
deeply will find the particulars of the coordinators and partners,
and the project’s website, at the foot of each description.
I wish you an enjoyable and rewarding reading.

Dr. Philippe Mettens
Chairman of the Directing Board
Federal Science Policy
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Earth observation by satellite,
an inexhaustible mine of information
Belgium: a player at every level
At national, European and international level, a number of bodies are helping to ensure the sustainable management of our
environment. In this vast context, Belgium faces a series of rapidly evolving challenges and opportunities to which it must help
provide a response, in particular by supporting Earth observation
research.  

A growing number of Earth observation satellites are circling the
globe packed with instruments that are testimony to the accelerating pace of technological developments. The satellite imagery market offers a wide range of products, in terms of imaging
systems (optical, radar, lidar, etc.), spectral definition (recording
in the visible, infrared, microwave…, development of hyperspectral sensors), spatial (from a kilometre to less than a
metre) and temporal resolution. Geostationary satellites, such as
the Meteosat satellites, send back from a height of nearly 36,000
kilometres an almost continuous flow of images of a given area
of the Earth’s surface. Closer to home, at a distance of just a few
hundred kilometres, polar satellites scan much smaller areas of
the Earth’s surface to a degree of detail that can be close to
50 centimetres. The data recorded give access to a multitude of
parameters, available at a more regular frequency, which are fed
into an impressive image bank of the Earth’s surface, providing
a mine of information with which to improve our understanding
of the phenomena at work on our planet, whether of natural or
human origin.  
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In addition, the Science Policy Office manages the “Science for a
Sustainable Development” (2005-2009) research programme. A
number of projects included in this programme, which is managed in cooperation with the STEREO programme, are based partly
on data provided by Earth observation and the results of associated research.  

From scientific investigation…
This unequalled observation capacity is progressing all the time,
presenting the challenge as never before of judiciously using the
extracted information to achieve a sustainable management of
our environment in all its complexity. To attain the necessary levels of knowledge, fundamental research in Earth observation is
as vital to theoretical advances as applied research is vital for
responding to present problems in very diverse fields. To understand the global phenomena linked to climate change, for example, research is developing high-tech methods for the real-time
measurement of changes to the Earth’s surface (melting of glaciers, deforestation, desertification, rising sea levels, etc.), this
making it possible to model its evolution and anticipate society’s
needs in the short, medium and long term.  
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The European context
The GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security), initiative, adopted jointly by the ESA (European Space Agency) and
the European Union, aims to have in place by 2008 an independent and sustainable environment and security monitoring capacity as a support for European policies and international conventions. To find out more:  http://www.gmes.info
More specifically, the GSE (Earthwatch GMES Services Elements)
programme launched by ESA is helping to create a number of
operational services dedicated initially to monitoring land use,
marine applications and emergency aid. In addition to their involvement in Earthwatch GMES, Belgian researchers also participate
in many of ESA’s scientific programmes.  

… to a day-to-day management system
Some methods and technologies developed over past decades
have today reached a sufficient level of maturity to be used in
the day-to-day management of rural and urban areas, coastal
surveillance, emergency humanitarian aid, or as a support for the
Common Agricultural Policy. Developed with pertinence and targeted at specific problems, applications are opening up to an ever
wider community of users. As a result, they are able to reinforce
decision-making processes and the operational services of public
administrations and private companies.  
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The international and bilateral context
Initiated by the United States and joined by almost 70 countries,
the European Commission and about 50 international bodies,
the Group on Earth Observation (GEO) is taking steps to create a
global public service for Earth observation, to be known as the
GEOSS (Global Earth Observation System of Systems). Europe
plays a motor role within the GEO by virtue of its experience in
developing the GMES initiative.

1. Multitemporal composition of three ERS-2 radar images, strait of Messina
(Italy). © ESA
2. Brussels seen by IKONOS at 4 m resolution. ©2007 GeoEye.
3. Lithology revealed by a colour composition of ASTER bands in near infrared. Mine of Escondida, desert of Atacama, Chile. © NASA/GSFC/METI/
ERSDAC/JAROS and U.S./Japan ASTER Science Team
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The national context
Within Europe, Belgium must pursue a policy that respects the
Common Agricultural Policy, European environmental directives
(including Habitats, Natura 2000 and the Water Framework Directive) and international agreements (including Agenda 21 and the
Kyoto Protocol). Earth observation is an instrument of immense
value in helping administrations in deciding and monitoring spatial planning and natural resource policies.  
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UNESCO uses observation satellites and geographical information
systems as supports in preserving world heritage sites, both natural and cultural. By the terms of cooperation agreements, Belgian
scientists are actively transferring their knowledge to this international programme.   
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Window on the future
- Large satellites are replaced by constellations of
high performance microsatellites.
- Spectral, spatial and temporal resolutions continue
to increase.
- In a developing market, it is no longer only the
major powers that launch satellites.
- With the disappearance of monopolies, imagery
becomes more accessible and its price falls.

…

Involved since 1986 in the French SPOT programme, Belgium has
financed since 1998 in particular the Centre de Traitement d’Images VEGETATION (CTIV) which processes, archives and distributes
the images of the VEGETATION 1 and 2 instruments. Since 2003,
the Centrum voor Beeldverwerking (CvB – Centre for image processing), an extension of the CTIV, has also processed other images  (MODIS, APEX, AVHRR, etc.).
Developed by France, the Pleiades very high resolution optical
system is coordinated with the Italian radar system CosmoSkymed, together constituting the ORFEO (Optical and Radar Federated Earth observation) system. Belgium helped developing the
Pleiades system and is involved in the preparatory programme
for the use of ORFEO data in the framework of which six fundamental research projects are currently running.

4. Artificial island “Palm Jebel Ali” in Dubai. CHRIS image of microsatellite
Proba. © SSTL through ESA
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STEREO,
networked projects
STEREO I, specific objectives
Continuous evaluation
Belgian strategy in the field of remote sensing as pursued over To evaluate the research pursued and include it in the European
the past 20 years aims to promote instrument development, by or even global research context, all projects were monitored by
means of participating in multilateral space programmes (e.g. as steering committees consisting of both foreign experts and poESA member) and the development of applications, through na- tential users of the techniques developed.  
tional research programmes. As a natural extension of the TELSAT
programme, in 2001 the Federal Science Policy Office launched Exploitation of results,
a new five-year programme known as STEREO I – Support to the promotion and continuous support
Exploitation and Research in Earth Observation. In the context of The national Earth observation programme includes a major excontinuous technological development and a growing demand ploitation and promotion component. Workshops, publications,
for geo-information, the STEREO I objectives sought to strengthen posters and websites ensure the visibility of projects carried out
Belgium’s role by pursuing a twofold approach: on the one hand, under the programme and of the actors involved by communicasupporting research by consolidating acquired expertise and ting the results to as many people as possible. The Earth Obserconcentrating scientific competences
vation HelpDesk is the hub of this
1985-2000
in internationally recognised centres
information exchange. The webTELSAT, the national Earth observation research
of expertise; on the other hand, prosite, Belgian Platform on Earth Obprogramme, was launched by the Federal Science
moting the integration of satellite
servation (http://eo.belspo.be),
Policy Office, complementing Belgium’s partidata as a source of information when
is both a user-friendly tool for the
cipation in the SPOT programme and its
developing products and operational
teams involved in the programme
membership in the European Space Agency.
services for the public and private
and an open door to the general
The aim was to acquire Belgian expertise
sectors.   
public and international scientific
in the field of Earth observation so as to permit
community.  
the development of the satellite data sector.    
Centres of expertise
The many implications of Earth
In encouraging synergies, the STEREO I
observation are also disseminated
2001-2004
programme resulted in the creation
thanks to a series of educational
VEGETATION is the programme of scientific support
of centres of excellence and research
actions aimed at the public in gefor exploitation of the VEGETATION instrument
networks centred on common themes
neral and at secondary education
on
board
the
SPOT
4
and
5
satellites.
in which Belgian scientists were actiin particular: production and distriIt was concerned with fundamental research
vely involved, participating in a
bution of educational products (CDand the development of (pre)operational products
sharing of knowledge that was all
Rom, posters, publications, etc.),
and services in the field of vegetation monitoring
the more enriching for being transparticipation at science promotion
at global and regional level.  
national. Four thematic poles were
events, continuous supply of inadopted:  
formation via the EOEdu website
. Vegetation and agriculture
(http://eoedu.belspo.be).
1
. Cartography and land management
In addition to this mission in po. Study of coastal regions
pularising science, the EODesk also
. Innovative technologies
plays an important support role for
Between three and five research
users of Earth observation data,
teams worked on projects for periods
in particular by establishing a link
of two to five years.  
between Belgian researchers and
the distributors of satellite data and
The development of products
by assisting researchers in image
and services
acquisition.
Focusing on the operational use of
Earth observation data, a second
type of project facilitated contacts
between research, industry, public institutions and end users by
stimulating the transfer of knowledge to develop specific observation and information products and services. The partners forged
research teams including either public administrations or private
companies, which helped to finance the project. A third of the
total programme budget was dedicated to developing products
1. The Indian subcontinent seen by SPOT VEGETATION © CNES
and services.  
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STEREO I
49 projects
27 multiannual projects
22 exploratory contracts
42 research laboratories
160 scientists involved
Budget : 4 10, 579, 415

The STEREO I objectives
To broaden and consolidate Belgian scientific expertise
To develop operational products and services
To provide support for users of Earth observation data
To promote remote sensing and Belgian know-how
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Projects STEREO I
Breakdown of budgets allocated per theme

Four research
themes

1. Vegetation and agriculture
2. Cartography and land management
3. Coastal zones
4a. Innovatives technologies
4b. Hyperspectral

The lines of research pursued by the STEREO I programme are
determined by four thematic fields.

49,7
18,7
11,5
7,3
12,8

%
%
%
%
%

Total Projects 4 10 ,579 ,415
2

Vegetation

Cartography

Our planet’s vegetation cover is an irreplaceable resource and if
we want to overcome present and future environmental challenges then we must know and monitor it. Two of the programme
projects include Earth observation as a means of measuring the
impact of natural or human pressure on global vegetation in
the medium and long term. Upstream, this involves developing
automatic processing methods able to manage the considerable
volumes of data generated by multi-annual time series. Downstream, it involves the continuous monitoring of vegetation and
its significant variations. At local level two projects are looking at
specific plant ecosystems, namely forests and the arid rangelands
of Australia where cattle graze.  

Cartography based on Earth observation data is opening up a
field of research that must explore the possibilities of an optimal
refining of the discrimination of the objects observed and a perfecting of change detection in land use, with a margin of error
reduced to the minimum to ensure the continuous follow-up of
areas subject to constant change. In this context, various projects
have produced both theoretical advances that improve the specific detection of roads and buildings and operational advances that
help to update databases of the National Geographic Institute and
private companies that market geo-information systems.
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Innovative technologies

4a
4b

Study of coastal zones
With its particular implications, this subject not only concerns private companies involved in port maintenance or engineering but
also public bodies responsible for environmental management
that require a better understanding of the dynamics at work and
an active monitoring of evolving phenomena, such as eutrophication. By including Earth observation data, the projects have
produced important theoretical advances as well as developing
commonly used software for detecting suspended matter and
chlorophyll in the coastal waters of the Scheldt Basin and North
Sea. Well beyond our borders, one project has developed an ecohydrodynamic model serving as a production forecasting tool for
local fisheries in Lake Tanganyika.

Radar
The new approaches concerned, on one hand, radar imagery
designed to improve Belgian expertise in the advanced processing of Spotlight SAR images and SAR polarimetric interferometry
data. Radars are active sensors that themselves send an electromagnetic signal that “illuminates” the terrain and then measures
the echo returned by the target.
Hyperspectral
On the other hand, the STEREO I programme carried out exploratory aerial campaigns enabling scientists to use and test the potential of hyperspectral remote sensing. Hyperspectral sensors on
board aircrafts or satellites permit the recording of object reflectance in hundreds of narrow and contiguous channels covering a
very wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum (visible, near
infrared and thermal infrared). These precise and numerous data
proved to be very valuable in a large number of applications.

STEREO II,
international
and multidisciplinary

Caspian Sea and Aral Sea. Global synthesis starting from SPOT VEGETATION images (GLOBAL WATCH project).

Agriculture
In addition to production activities, agriculture today is also
concerned with sustainable development as a means of preserving the rural heritage. These different demands increase the
need to develop precise management tools designed to enrich
the forecasting, monitoring and evaluation processes. To this end,
one of the projects developed a crop growth model that is able to
forecast yields while another has produced a series of very useful
indicators for the follow-up and monitoring of standards applied
by agriculture decision-makers in the Walloon Region. Another
unexpected application concerned the “blue tongue disease”,
serving to forecast the movement dynamics of the midge that
carries the virus.  
Follow-up of sugar beet (SB)
and the winter wheat (WW)
cultures in Chastre using false
color SPOT images
(STEREOCROP project).
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Focused resolutely on international participations and favouring a multidisciplinarity that
widens the strict framework of Earth observation,
the next phase of the programme, STEREO II, set
a series of thematic research priorities:  

Very high resolution images are used in the detection of changes in
urban areas (SPIDER project, Woluwe site).

Land management
Earth observation data, and very high resolution images in particular, have interesting potential as decision-making aids for local or regional officials. Concentrating on urban areas and green
areas in an urban environment respectively, two projects have
explored this avenue, resulting in the development of useful tools
for compiling inventories, monitoring, and extremely detailed or
three dimensional cartography. A third project, based on radar
imagery, made it possible to update flood zones in Flanders.

Federal

Science

Policy

The study of the coastal zones calls upon hyperspectral imagery, in
particular for the detection of chlorophyll and suspended matter
(BELCOLOUR project).

- Global monitoring of vegetation and the
development of major terrestrial ecosystems
- Environmental management (water, soil,
forests, agriculture, coastal areas, urban and
peri-urban areas)
- Health and humanitarian aid
- Security and risk management

Earth Observation Helpdesk STEREO 1 Programme
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LOCAL VEGETATION

FORECAST

Tools
for forest management

Observation area
Ardennes, Belgium
Lorraine, France
Rif, Morocco
Satellite imagery
IKONOS
SPOT-5

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

To develop and transfer to a private consultancy office pre-operational methods for the processing of very high resolution satellite images with a view to producing cartographic tools of
direct use to forest managers, both public and private.  
- Survey to identify the needs of forest managers.
- Orthorectification tests, including the choice of mathematic model and digital elevation
model.
- Control of the planimetric quality of segmented very high resolution images, including the
development of a methodology based on object boundaries.
- Impact of generalisation on the precision of stand delineation: comparison between
Douglas-Poiker algorithm and the newly developed algorithm.  
- Object-based classification to produce forest maps that are then validated with field survey.
- Estimation of forest parameters based on texture analysis.
- Stand height measurements using automated extraction and visual interpretation from
IKONOS stereo images.
- Continuous technological transfer leading to the production of forest maps in Morocco.  
The project led to the technological transfer of methods enabling the private consultancy office to use very high resolution satellite imagery to meet certain essential needs of forest managers, in particular the delineation of forest stands and the extraction of forest parameters.
Given the planimetric quality required, IKONOS multispectral images with zenith angles lower
than 15° proved the most suitable. With a view to production, orthorectification of the image
using a polynomial function with an RPC file and the SRTM digital elevation model proved to
be sufficient. The delineation by segmentation (with low bias) remains imprecise for certain
limits: the new generalization algorithm helped improve precision and enhance visualization
while conserving topology.  
Object-based classification gave more than 90% overall accuracy for 5 forest classes. Forest
stand parameters were extracted successfully for coniferous stands. On the other hand, species recognition was hindered by high reflectance variance linked to the age and structure of
forest stands. The use of a stereo image pair led
to very precise visual interpretation but resulted
in more than 10% error for the automatic height
extraction.

Reliable and updated data
Today more than ever, forests not only play an economic role but are also important for
ecology (water cycle, biodiversity) and leisure activities such as tourism and recreation in
general. The public and private bodies in charge of managing these areas need reliable,
up-to-date and large-scale (approx. 1/20,000) basic cartographic data on the precise delineation of forest stands, the type of species present, the dominant heights, etc. This is why
very high resolution satellite imagery is being increasingly used as an interesting alternative
to aerial photography as a source of information. It is compatible with large-scale topographical maps and a number of studies have shown its usefulness in providing key quantitative and qualitative parameters.  

More appropriate tools
The FORECAST project is a partnership between two university teams and a private consultancy. The first step was to carry out a survey among forest managers. This served to identify
three useful and feasible types of products derived from satellite imagery, namely forest
stand delineation, stand description (species, age, state of health, etc.) and forest maps.
A methodology was then tested for each product and the results for two types of satellite
images (SPOT-5 and IKONOS) and for three geographical sites with contrasting species were
compared. These research results and their transfer to the consultancy office provided the
methodological progress necessary for operational production. More judicious choices and
more appropriate algorithms finally resulted in a notable improvement in the end products
adapted specifically to forest monitoring and management.  
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Forest maps in Morocco from field sur-

Forest maps in Morocco from semi-auto-

vey and photo-interpretation in 2002.

mated classification in 2006.

Coordinators

Generalized automated delineation of
forest stands from an IKONOS image.

Federal Science Policy

David Samoy
I-Mage Consult
info@i-mage.be
www.i-mage.be

Partner
Pierre Defourny
Unité d’Environnemétrie
et de Géomatique
Département des Sciences
du Milieu et de l’Aménagement du Territoire - UCL
defourny@enge.ucl.ac.be
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Pierre Giot-Wirgot
Unité des Eaux et Forêts
Département des Sciences
du Milieu et de l’Aménagement du Territoire - UCL
giot@efor.ucl.ac.be
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LOCAL VEGETATION

RANGELAND

Sustainable grazing
for cows

Observation area
Newcastle Waters, Northern
Territory, Australia
Satellite imagery
IRS AWIFS
LANDSAT MSS, TM, ETM+
AVHRR

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

The development of software applications to evaluate the impact on grasslands of human
activities, in this case livestock farming, by means of satellite images.  
- Classification of vegetation using IRS high resolution images and field observations.   
- Extraction of seasonal growth parameters from NOAA AVHRR time series for the improvement of classification, in particular for the differentiation between annual and perennial grass
species. For this the images were first processed using a composite algorithm based on the
criterion of maximum NDVI and minimum zenithal angle.  
- Removal of noise by means of an adaptive Savitsky-Golay filtering method.
- Additional analysis of the signals by means of multi-resolution wavelet analysis.
- Quantitative determination of the present situation of fenced off paddocks by means of the
wet period average cover grazing gradient method and the PD54 vegetation index.  

Vegetation types,
Newcastle Waters Station

A delicate balance
Australia’s arid and semi-arid grasslands are home to an economically very important form of
extensive livestock farming. The distinctive feature of the climate in these regions is the short
rainy season followed by a long dry season and it is the availability of water and vegetation
that determines the size of herds. The grasslands are also fragile and overgrazing always
brings the risk of land degradation. This is why it is important for the livestock farmers to keep
a close eye on the condition of their pastures and to adapt management practices where and
when necessary. Is it preferable, for example, to allow the cattle to graze freely over large
areas of grassland or to rotate them in smaller confined pastures? However, it is not easy to
assess the condition of the grasslands. Recent vegetation maps are non-existent, the livestock
farms are huge, and the grasslands are in a state of imbalance. The very irregular rainfall also
results in wide short-term variations in vegetation cover that can conceal the longer term
deterioration of the grasslands, symptoms of which are the appearance of bare earth and a
shift from perennial to annual grass varieties.
It is therefore important to differentiate changes in the grasslands that are the result of grazing from natural changes in the vegetation. Earth observation can help in this.

Eucalyptus with grass understorey
Eucalyptus with hummock grass understorey
Mixed spp. low open woodland with grass understorey

Acacia with grass understorey
Hummock grassland
Grassland

A graphical interface was developed to make it possible for livestock farmers to process satellite images in a user-friendly way and thereby produce their own vegetation and change
maps and grazing gradients.   
These products were produced for the study area:
- Vegetation seemed to have changed little over the past 25 years and such changes that
have occurred are mainly due to fluctuations in rainfall. The biggest change consisted of a
bush encroachment of part of the area.  
- The grazing gradient calculated on the basis of satellite images was largely confirmed by the
field measurements. Radial gradients were detected in a number of paddocks that had been
grazed intensively in the past.  
- Subtle differences were observed between the NDVI time series of annual and perennial
grasses. There was a higher variability of annual grass responses, both in the short term
(within a single season) and in the longer term (between seasons). But these differences
were small and partly masked by local and seasonal differences in rainfall. In addition to rainfall, fire and management methods also had a strong influence on vegetation development
in the growing season(s).  

An improved vegetation mapping
A consultancy bureau specialising in the use of geographical information systems in livestock
farming and a university pooled their efforts to help Australian livestock farmers to manage
their grasslands. Newcastle Waters Station, a farm covering more than 10,000 km2 (1/3 the
size of Belgium!) and with 45,000 head of cattle in Australia’s Northern Territory, served as
the test area.
A method was developed to map the various types of grassland by means of high resolution
satellite images. By using archive satellite pictures it was also possible to see what changes
there had been to the vegetation over the past 25 years. Finally, by using a vegetation index
it was possible to determine grazing gradients around points with a high grazing pressure.  
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http://dfwm.ugent.be/forman > Research > Australia
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GLOBAL VEGETATION

GLOBAL WATCH

Useful information
at global level

Observation area
The entire planet
Satellite imagery
SPOT VEGETATION

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Automatic and global processing methods are needed to manage the large volume of continuous time series data. These must contribute to the production, at regular intervals, of clear
and cloud-free composite satellite images. In this context, the project focused on one hand on
the temporal synthesis of a large volume of data obtained from the VEGETATION instruments
and, on the other hand, on the ability to detect any indication of significant change.  
The Mean Compositing method of temporal synthesis consists of
- a quality control of data (elimination of clouds, haze and erroneous values);  
- calculating the average of valid data for each wavelength band.
This method, which has the advantage of taking into account all available and useful data
during a given period, was extended to the global level. The quality control of the pixel values
was based on a sample of 110,000 reference pixels, permitting the identification of the appropriate thresholds and a statistical approach based on a discriminant analysis.
The change detection methods developed by the project are based on the detection of temporal variations in the signal behaviour. The originality of the approach lies in the analysis of
the time signal at all wavelength bands and not only the NDVI vegetation index that uses
red and near infrared only. This rigorous approach is made possible thanks to the spatial and
temporal coherence of the data produced by the Mean Compositing synthesis. The richer and
more detailed multispectral analysis makes it possible to refine the quality of the change
detection.

Result

> > >

One-year colour composite synthesis
image (MIR, NIR, R) for the year 2005.

A vast volume of data
The boom of Earth observation by satellite has provided users with ready access to continuous
time series data. These are obtained on a repetitive basis all over the world using optical sensors such as the VEGETATION instrument on board of the SPOT satellites. As such continuous
recording inevitably produces a huge volume of data there is a need for automatic processing
methods to be able to analyse them and extract the useful information. Two concerns are
particularly important when developing concrete applications:  
- on the one hand, to produce cloud-free images from these data to be able to examine any
location on the Earth’s surface;
- on the other hand, to detect indications of changes to the vegetation in order to monitor
them in real time.  

The research activities led to the production of several algorithms ready to be used by remote
sensing specialists or by automatic environmental monitoring systems, in real time and on
a global scale. A processing chain to produce composites based on the Mean Compositing
method was developed. This highly flexible and rapid chain can be adapted by users in line
with the applications and regional conditions of the observed environment. Scientific cooperation with international institutions led to the development of a number of tools including
some for early warning and others for ecological monitoring:
- Global time series for different time intervals between 2000 and 2005.
- 10-day detection of areas suitable to locust development for the years 2000 to 2005.
- Detection and characterisation of free water bodies, whether permanent or temporary, in
North Africa for the years 2003 to 2005 and application of the methodology on a global scale
(not validated).
- Characterisation and follow-up of phenology at continental and global level.  
- Global mask of coastal areas for VEGETATION data users.

Change detection makes it possible to evaluate
The control of the desert locust combines

the extent of the deforestation in Amazonia.

satellite instruments and fieldwork.

The project was based on six full years of daily worldwide recordings. This generated an
impressive volume of over 14 terabytes (1 TB = 1024 Gigabytes) of data to draw upon. The
focus of this project was to meet the day-to-day needs of potential users in the field, which
is why close scientific cooperation with a number of organisations took centre stage. One of
these was the FAO(1) which got assistance in the active monitoring of locusts that cause such
devastation to crops through the detection of conditions that favour their proliferation. The
project also co-operated with NASA to identify the behaviour of small water bodies that are
excellent indicators of approaching drought or flood risk. These research efforts reached a
pre-operational stage with final products that are user-friendly and adaptable to specific users
needs as well as to the conditions of the observed environments nearly at hand.
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GLOBAL VEGETATION

GLOVEG + GEOSUCCESS

A better understanding
of terrestrial ecosystems

Observation area
The entire planet,
Africa and Europe
Satellite imagery
NOAA-AVHRR
METEOSAT
MODIS
LANDSAT
VEGETATION

GEOSUCCESS
Up-to-date Earth observation products available via the Internet
The operational GEOSUCCESS Service Centre offers users a wide range of Earth
observation products for the purposes of monitoring vegetation cover and parameters
worldwide. The aim of the GEOSUCCESS Service Centre Demonstration project was to
offer users an improved service by making updated images continuously available
to permit almost real time monitoring of vegetation parameters.
This service is accompanied by a helpdesk that assists users by answering their
specific questions. The GEOSUCCESS services are available via the http://geofront.
vgt.vito.be/geosuccess website that also provides additional product information
and on-screen viewing of available products for selection purposes. The GEOSUCCESS
website was expanded to offer a wider range of products, extra selection parameters
and new services.  
GEOSUCCESS is a project implemented by GIM, Trasys and VITO.

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

Change in vegetation across Africa as
measured by SCV index (the absolute
sum of the change vectors) between
(a) 2000-2001,

Caring for the planet’s welfare
Human activities are increasingly influencing the dynamics of terrestrial ecosystems and
causing dramatic changes in land cover and use. This has far-reaching consequences for biodiversity, climate and food production worldwide.
It was to better identify these problems with a view to promoting a healthier and more secure
planet that GMES was set up. GMES stands for “Global Monitoring for Environment and Security” and is a joint initiative of ESA (European Space Agency) and the European Commission.
It aims to collect continuous data on our changing planet for processing into information that
can be readily used by policy bodies and other users. To this end, low resolution Earth observation satellites take daily readings of the entire Earth’s surface, thereby providing an important source of information. However, to be sure that the information furnished is reliable, a
better understanding of the processes at work in the terrestrial ecosystems is essential.    

Mapping global changes in land cover
Three Belgian research organizations pooled their complementary expertise within a consortium to carry out an in-depth study of dynamic terrestrial ecosystems with the aid of Earth
observation. This research aimed to help define products and services in the framework of
GMES.
Low resolution datasets obtained by various sensors were combined to produce a unique high
quality long-term time series [1985- 2005] of data with which to analyse trends in land use
and land cover. By developing specific indexes it was possible to detect seasonal and annual
land cover changes.
In addition, the risk of fire and the recovery potential of vegetation were assessed in the
savannah regions of Southern Africa, these are factors with a major impact on CO2 levels in
the atmosphere. The ability to estimate the plant production of forests and major crops was
also improved, partly by taking into account plant evaporation and limits in water availability.  
This quantitative approach is resulting in a better understanding of global vegetation dynamics and consequently in a more effective policy.  
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(b) 2001-2002,
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The project aims to arrive at a better understanding of terrestrial ecosystems dynamics by:
- The development of remote sensing-based measurements of important parameters for
vegetation status (NDVI, NEP, etc.).
- The analysis of the evolution of these parameters on 10-day, seasonal and annual time
scales.   
- Linking of these parameters to ecosystem processes as a scientific basis for developing
products and operational services.   
- Improvement of the VITO-VTT NOAA-AVHRR processing chain, mainly in relation to image
calibration and geometry. The chain was also extended to include modules to determine the
following terrestrial surface variables: broadband albedo, vegetation cover fraction (VCF), land
surface temperature (LST), evaporative fraction (EF), water deficit index (WDI), temperature
difference vegetation index (TDVI), evapotranspiration (ET) and soil moisture content (SMC).
- Development of the PDRS (Prospect, Disord, Rahman 6S) radiative transfer model for SPOT
VEGETATION specific bio-geophysical parameters.
- Extension of the C-Fix model for estimating vegetation productivity in water-limited situations.  
- Creation of a processing chain for the global detection of changes in spectral, spatial and
temporal characteristics of land cover.  
- Development of new change detection indices: Sum of the absolute value of the change
vector (SCV), Difference in integrated vegetation indices (DIV) and Seasonal shift index (difference between SCV and DIV).
- Evaluation of fire risk indices with the aid of binary logistics regression; test of selected
chlorophyll-related indices on the basis of Fuel Moisture Content (FMC) in the savannah ecosystems of Southern Africa.
- Development of a regreening index for monitoring the regrowth of disturbed vegetation by
comparing disturbed pixels with undisturbed reference areas with a comparable soil, vegetation and climate.    
- New bio-geophysical products for the SPOT VEGETATION instrument.
- Estimation of evapotranspiration and soil moisture content in Europe.
- A long-term time archive for Southern Africa allowing to assess changes in vegetation.  
- New parameters for analysing the variability of vegetation dynamics.  
- Quantification and analysis of annual changes in vegetation in Sub-Saharan Africa between
2000 and 2004.  
- A better estimate of carbon fixing by plants.
- More precise estimate of fire risk in savannah regions and evaluation of vegetation regrowth
after natural disasters.  
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A G R I C U LT U R E

SAGRIWATEL

An overview
of the parcels

Observation area
Attert, Thimister and Chastre
Satellite imagery
QUICKBIRD
SPOT-5
SPOT VEGETATION

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

The indicator allows to subdivide the parcels
in 4 N fertilisation classes: deficiency (orange),
normal (green), excess (red), undetermined

To develop, for and in partnership with the Walloon Region authorities, agricultural monitoring
tools applicable to production as well as to environmental protection (agri-environmental
measures).   
Several applications were developed thanks to the combined expertise of the various teams,
optimising at best the spatial information supplied by the three particularly pertinent information sources:  
- The Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS) that has been operational in a
cartographic version since 1997 at the Directorate-General for Agriculture. This system provides annualy updated information on the shape, location and land occupation of almost all
agricultural parcels in the Walloon Region.   
- The yield forecasting tool (B-CGMS) developed on the basis of the European yield forecasting
system that uses spatial agrimeteorological observations (meteorological, pedological, phenological data). This provides a series of biophysical variables that can be useful in monitoring
the state of agriculture (biomass, grain yields, leaf area index, water stress, etc.).  
- Remote sensing.   
The agricultural parcel was chosen as the reference spatial unit for the development of the
various applications.
The project produced a series of indicators of direct use to the authorities for the purposes of
control, support and overall monitoring, including:   
- The optimal localization of grassy headlands alongside crop parcels.   
- Yield forecasting.
- Farm crop diversity (crop rotation).   
- Assessment of crop succession quality.  
- Area of arable land left fallow in winter.
- Risk of erosion.
- Monitoring of crop parcel size.  
- Water stress monitoring.  
- Monitoring of grassy headlands alongside crop parcels.  
- Monitoring of plant cover of agricultural plots in winter.  
- Monitoring of nitrogenous fertilization of maize.
- Identification of elements of the agri-ecological network.  
- Optimal localization of extensive field borders on permanent pastures.  
- Monitoring of extensive field borders on permanent pastures.  
- Parcel distribution on farms.

(yellow).

The world of agriculture today
Agriculture in Wallonia is evolving along the same lines as elsewhere in Europe. Beside
production activities, the need to manage rural areas and maintain the quality of the environment is giving rise to a whole string of new activities. At the administrative level, it is the regional authorities that have had full responsibility for these activities since 2002, acting as the
interface between the farmers and the constantly updated European directives. This interface
role extends beyond the complex organisation required to distribute farming subsidies and
includes management of the various agri-environmental interests, such as the preservation
of ecosystems, maintenance of landscape diversity, conservation of the local rural heritage
and sustainable agriculture.

Potential of very high resolution
imagery to identify woody landscape
elements.
Spinneys and rows of trees
Hedges
Solitary trees

Geomatics
Geomatics is extremely useful for such large-scale planning. It serves as an aid in developing
the tools needed for supervision, monitoring and decision-making. Drawing on the expertise
of four research centres, the SAGRIWATEL project integrated remote sensing alongside other
information systems with the aim of developing applications of practical use in the field.
These applications give access to valuable information on the agri-environmental practices
that farmers can adopt, such as the optimal location of field borders, the crop succession and
rotation, possible use of vegetation cover in winter, or the correct quantities of nitrogenous
fertilizer to be used in maize fields. In return, the compilation of these material data can also
serve to usefully support the agricultural world in a broader frame.  
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In 2006 the Walloon Region began the operational implementation of some of these indicators.  

http://sagriwatel.cra.wallonie.be
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A G R I C U LT U R E

STEREOCROP

A regional
crop growth model

Observation area
Belgian loam area
Zwalm catchment area
Satellite imagery
ENVISAT ASAR
ERS-2 SAR
SPOT-HRV
SPOT VEGETATION
ENVISAT MERIS

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

Combining optical imagery and SAR data
Less and less is left to chance in modern agriculture, and the tools for monitoring the various
production factors are becoming more and more specialised. Yield forecasting, for example,
has become an important parameter influencing a series of decisions at regional or national level and determining planning options in a European or even global context. Over the
past several years, crop growth models have been developed on the basis of satellite data.
Although very useful, there is scope to further refine these models, in particular by making
the most of the advantages of different sensors or by introducing a hydrological component,
given that water availability is such a key factor in crop development. This is the challenge
that the STEREOCROP project met with success. The project demonstrated that it was possible
to obtain a better estimation of soil water content and of regional yields by incorporating
parameters obtained from optical and radar satellite data, both low and high resolution, and
by coupling a crop growth model with a geo-hydrological model.   

SAR data

Optical data

Crop growth
model

The project’s overall objective is to develop a crop growth model at regional level that includes a major hydrological component and that lends itself to frequent updating using remote
sensing data, both optical and SAR. The emphasis is on combining a growth model and a
spatially distributed hydrological model in such a way as to generate good estimates of yield
parameters and of soil water content available for different types of crops.  
Two previously developed models, WOFOST and TOPLATS, were combined into the new
TOPCROP model. This model improves the simulation of the soil water content available for
crop development and provides an estimate of the moisture level in top soil, which makes it
possible to extract the Leaf Area Index (LAI) from SAR data.  
The experimental results combining the two types of observation (optical and SAR) showed
the effectiveness of an integrated approach and paved the way for future pre-operational
developments.
The principal research results are as follows:  
- Large parcels which can be better observed by remote sensing systems can be representative of all fields in the region.  
- It is difficult to measure soil roughness at regional level under operational conditions. The
information extraction process must therefore take into consideration the uncertainty regarding this parameter.  
- Only the relative evolution of the soil water content can be estimated regularly.
- The soil surface humidity can be estimated using the combination of a hydrological model
and a crop growth model and provides critical information for calculating LAI on the basis of
SAR data.  
- The accuracy of LAI extraction from optical or SAR data is of the same order of magnitude
and SAR systems can effectively complement optical time series, especially for
periods of rapid growth.  
- LAI can be extracted from SAR data using the hourly rainfall distribution method.
Field measurements are not necessary.  
- The Ensemble Kalman Filter method is an efficient method for data assimilation
in the TOPCROP model and makes it possible to take into account the respective
accuracy of the different information sources.  
A crop growth simulation model is coupled with a hydrological
model for the estimation of crop parameters such as the Leaf

What will be the yields?
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Area Index (LAI).

Hydrological
model

In the Belgian loam area and the Zwalm Basin, satellite data were supplemented with numerous field measurements for four crops: maize, sugar beet, wheat and potatoes. By ensuring
that these measurements were synchronized with the passage of satellites it was possible to
calibrate and validate the method with maximum precision. The various research units pooled
their expertise in hydrology, agronomy and the pre-processing of radar imagery to refine the
growth simulation model. When coupled with the hydrological model, this growth simulation
model makes it possible to estimate the moisture content of arable land topsoil. From this,
important parameters for forecasting yields, such as the Leaf Area Index can be derived. The
growth monitoring is also updated at regular intervals through the assimilation of recent satellite data. The project led to the development of a prototype model that could be validated
both over time, by incorporating variability from one year to the next, and in space, by broadening the model to types of crops grown elsewhere and to other production regions.  
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BLUETONGUE

Bluetongue,
a disease to watch

Observation area
Greece
Bulgaria
Satellite imagery
MODIS 2000 time series
METEOSAT  

A virus that is migrating northwards
Catarrhal fever, more commonly known as bluetongue, is a viral disease found in ruminants.
Although all types of ruminants are at risk of infection, among domestic varieties it is sheep
that are affected most severely. The disease is transmitted by the bites of a midge of the
Culicoides family and in most cases it proves fatal. It used to be frequent only in tropical and
sub-tropical regions, but in 1998 cases were reported throughout the Mediterranean Basin,
subsequently gradually moving northwards through Greece, Albania and Bulgaria. In the summer of 2006 the first cases were reported in Belgium. With outbreaks in the Netherlands and
West Germany, never before has the disease been recorded so far north.  

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

The project aims to model the probability of the presence of the pathogenic vector, by combining climatic data
derived from satellite imagery and field observations of
the presence or absence of the Culicoides midge. As the
midge is very small, it is also interesting to characterise
quantitatively links between wind conditions and the
spread of the disease over long distances.
The probability of the presence of Culicoides was modelled using a series of variables, such as monthly
temperatures and the vegetation index (NDVI) derived
from a one-year time series of images obtained by the
MODIS satellite. Three modelling techniques were used:
Logistic Regression, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
and ENFA (Ecological Niche Factor Analysis). The results
were compared for different sample sizes and taking Correlation between wind trajectories
into account or not the correlation between the varia- and the 1998 outbreak in the Dodecanese islands in Greece.
bles.  
Data on wind direction and speed, supplied by the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and local weather stations,
were compared with the sequence of successive outbreaks of the disease. These data were
then compared with probability maps of the vector’s presence in order to develop a method
of forecasting the likely extent of the disease on the basis of wind direction and newly infected sites.
The statistical comparison of the various modellings highlighted the Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) approach as being more effective than Logistic Regression (LR), especially when the
correlation between the variables is not taken into account. The ENFA analysis provides more
details on zones where the habitat is favourable to the vector. The choice for one method
rather than another depends on the desired result. To produce a risk map of
outbreaks, the ANN method is preferable, whereas if the aim is to identify
the biological processes leading to a vector’s presence, LR will be chosen. The
probability maps were validated on the basis of good correspondence with
the capture sites or the absence of Culicoides in the field.
A significant correlation was established between wind direction and the various stages in the disease’s development in Greece and Bulgaria. An operational service developed to integrate the wind trajectory modelling in the
study of epidemics was validated with reference to outbreaks of the virus in
Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany during the summer of 2006.   

Mean distribution of the probability
of Culicoides obsoletus presence in Greece
based on 30 different Logistic Regression
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Monitoring its spread

models.

Previously unknown in our northern latitudes, bluetongue was described as an emerging
disease by the World Organisation for Animal Health. In addition to health measures in the
field, such as screening and restrictions on the transport of animals, active monitoring tools
are proving very useful in tracking and understanding the spread of the virus. Although linked directly to the movement of infected animals, it seems that wind also plays a part in
spreading this disease, transporting the tiny midge across potentially long distances. Satellite
imagery data have made it possible to develop software that estimates the probability of
the presence of Culicoides and that defines the dynamic of the spread of the various species.
Bluetongue disease poses economic as well as health risks, it is crucial to develop this kind of
applications to permit a coordinated management of crisis situations and a precise analysis of
the contamination risk factors.  

Dark green areas have a high probability,

Project

BLUETONGUE

brown areas a low probability.

www.avia-gis.com > Projects > Bluetongue

The disease is transmitted through a
bite of a midge from the Culicoides
family.
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ETATS

How to identify recent changes
in the urban landscape?

Observation area
Sint-Niklaas 2002
Liege 1997
Brussels  1994
Charleroi 1993
Satellite imagery
SPOT-5 panchromatic
AND multispectral 2004-2005
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Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

To provide the NGI with an operational prototype for the automatic detection of significant
changes in the road network and built-up areas, that require priority updating of the NGI
database on a scale of 1:10,000.
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The whole of Belgium on a scale of 1 : 10,000
An important task of the NGI (National Geographic Institute) is to digitally map
the whole of Belgium on a scale of 1:10,000. This is a particularly interesting
scale as it provides an overview of the whole territory while showing enough
details at the same time. However, when dealing with large scale surveys, the
question of updating becomes very important. At this level, the reality on the
ground is constantly changing, especially the built-up areas and the road network,
and to effectively meet the demand for geographical information from potential
users this information must be updated regularly.   
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Detecting changes
For detecting significant recent changes in urbanisation, the NGI would like to have
semi-automatic procedures that would present a considerable time-saving. To that
end, the team from the Royal Military Academy set about testing the potential of
satellite imagery. The NGI database, compiled in 2002, was compared with images acquired by the SPOT-5 satellite in 2004 and 2005, focusing on a number of
small areas, some semi-urban and others rural. One of the challenges of this new
approach lies in the maximal reduction of “false alarms”, that is the erroneous
flagging of change in urbanisation that quite simply proves to be wrong.  

SPOT-5 image for the Sint-Niklaas region.
:kVajVi^dc

Result
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Using several testzones, an application was developed that permits the automatic generation
of a change map of the road network and built-up areas on the basis of the NGI’s vectorial
database and SPOT-5 images. The partitioning of the application into several modules makes
it possible to use other data sources.  

www.sic.rma.ac.be/Projects/ETATS

A 5m resolution
The potential of SPOT-5 images (2.5 or 5m spatial resolution) and of IKONOS images (1m resolution) was compared. The conclusion was that a 5m resolution was
sufficient to readily distinguish details of the road network and constructions of a
certain size. As these are the urban features that change most quickly, they are also
instrumental in steering management and planning decisions.  

> > >
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Change detection map for the SintNiklaas region.
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CARTOGRAPHY

GIS DETECTOR

The search
for new roads

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

Observation area
Ghent
Satellite imagery
QUICKBIRD
IKONOS

(a)

The development of an automatic tool for the detection of changes and anomalies in existing
databases with the aid of very high resolution (VHR) satellite images.
To this end, the project sought to demonstrate to what extent remote detection and computer vision could be used to detect anomalies in a GIS database when compared to the “real
world” and, at a subsequent stage, to use these parameters and algorithms in developing an
automatic quality appraisal system.
The method used combined a top-down approach that seeks to define and measure the
quality of the vector data and a bottom-up approach that seeks to extract reliable information
from raster data (satellite images):
- Extraction of interesting features such as corners and ridges from the VHR image data using
two ridge detectors. Determination of the quality of the extracted elements on the basis of
the detection ratio and average segment length.
- Determination of detector parameter settings for optimal road extraction.  
- Development of a prototype for extraction of road map characteristics from various types of
image material sources without the need for additional intervention by an image processing
expert. Testing of prototype on IKONOS image for various types of roads.
- The quality appraisal of geospatial data: selection of the Buffer Overlay Statistics (BOS)
procedure on the basis of the available literature. Determination of the framework for the
application of this procedure at vector as well as raster level.  
- Automated quality appraisal of VHR-based data.
Determination of a general framework for the automatic quality appraisal of the road network
database on the basis of VHR images.
This was then used to check the quality of the existing Tele Atlas database. The results showed
an average displacement of the TA data in the considered test zone of 1.8 metres.

(b)

(c)

Measuring quality
Companies producing digital road maps face an arduous task when it comes to updating
map content, geographical data files and information systems. Mapping roads in housing
developments or new industry parks poses a particular problem, while making the necessary
corrections using traditional methods – such as topographical measurements carried out by a
surveyor or the visual interpretation of aerial photographs and satellite pictures – is labour intensive and therefore costly. Collecting reliable geospatial data and detecting erroneous data
are also far from easy tasks. Very high resolution satellite images can now provide a solution.
Using these images for the automatic detection of changes and irregularities in existing databases can be an important instrument in the quality control and updating of spatial data.

Example of object based change detection
using road junctions.
(a) The two datasets in overlay
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http://iknow.ugent.be

Public-private cooperation

(b) Detected image junctions matched

Coordinators

This project was carried out jointly by two research teams from Ghent University and a private
producer of digital road maps with its European headquarters in Ghent. The city of Ghent was
therefore an obvious choice as test zone. The scientific teams compared a number of different
approaches during the project and achieved major progress in terms of methodology, in particular in refining the quality control of geographical databases.

to the vector junctions

Johan D’Haeyer
Vakgroep Telecommunicatie en
Informatieverwerking
UGent
jdh@telin.ugent.be
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(c) Detected inconsistencies due to relative
structure distortion (red)
and displacement (blue)
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www.teleatlas.com
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CARTOGRAPHY AND LAND MANAGEMENT

MAMASU

Detecting roads and buildings
in urban areas
with greater precision

Observation area
Watersportbaan Ghent
Satellite imagery
QUICKBIRD
IKONOS

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

General objective:
To improve extraction of man-made structures (roads, buildings) from very high resolution
(VHR) satellite images.  
Specific objectives:
- To develop indices of geometric activity as an alternative to the more traditional texture
indices for an improved description of the geometry of man-made structures in VHR satellite
imagery.
- To propose a strategy for selecting the most suitable geometric activity indices to be included in a multivariate classification of urban areas.
- To assess the improvement in the classification accuracy of man-made objects thanks to  
selected geometric activity indices.  
- Description of various aspects of geometric activity, based on the use of corner detectors,
ridge detectors and morphological operations. The indicators developed were examined for
their ability to detect man-made structures (roads and buildings) in VHR imagery.  
- Definition of knowledge-based classification scenarios to investigate the potential of the
proposed indicators for mapping urban areas.  
- Comparison of the use of indicators of geometric activity with object-based features, generated by eCognition software, for mapping man-made structures. The results were compared
with the actual situation in the field through visual interpretation of the images, use of largescale aerial photographs and additional checks in the field.  
The combined use of geometric activity indices, based on line detection and the application
of morphological operators, resulted in significant improvements in the accuracy of the classification of man-made structures, especially roads. Comparison with a scenario in which only
spectral information is used showed an accuracy improvement of 12-15%. The combined
use of geometric activity indicators and object-based features produced the best results for
building detection, although the accuracy for the most prominent class of buildings in the test
areas remains low (around 60%).  

Detecting roads and buildings is a difficult task
In urban areas, the road network and especially buildings are changing all the time. Renovation work, new constructions and demolitions all contribute to a changing picture. At
the same time, for various reasons (urban regeneration projects, town planning, navigation
systems, etc.) many government bodies and companies need the most up-to-date information possible. Although very high resolution (VHR) satellite images are an important aid in
detecting changes to the urban landscape, they are not easy to use. Due to the density of the
road network and the very mixed nature of the buildings, details are difficult to pick out. The
fact that different surfaces have similar spectral characteristics (asphalt and roofs for example)
further complicates the task of detection.  

From left to right: false color IKONOS image,
photointerpretation and classification result
based on the use of spectral features
and geometric activity features
Geometric activity in urban area.

(study area: Watersportbaan, Ghent).

The measurement of geometric activity offers a solution
Two teams developed a new method for extracting man-made structures from VHR images.
They did not only study the spectral characteristics of an image pixel (the reflected part of sunlight in various wavelengths) but also what the researchers describe as “geometric activity”.
Determining geometric activity involves first detecting linear structures and corners and then
the location of each pixel in regard to these structures. The method was tested on IKONOS
and QUICKBIRD images for two test locations in Ghent. Compared with traditional techniques,
this method brought a significant improvement in precision, especially in extracting road
networks.
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LAND MANAGEMENT

FLOODMAP

A flood
monitoring plan

Observation area
Basins of the Dyle,
the Nete and the Demer
Satellite imagery
ENVISAT
RADARSAT

Objective

> > >

The project aimed to:
- Develop a system to update the Flemish water authority’s databank of flood zones using an
operational processing chain that maps the flooded zones on the basis of Earth observation
data.
- Subsequently enable these data to be visualised on a portal site using an GIS interface by
means of which local officials can add information to supplement existing mapping data.  

The inundation map:
an essential tool for
water management authorities.

Methodology

A flat country at the water’s edge
Floods are a recurring problem in Flanders. Although natural factors are part of the cause, the
pressure of human activities on the hydrographic or water system exacerbates the situation.
It is a problem with many aspects, as in addition to posing a direct threat to the population
and causing material damage, floods can also be a source of pollution. The surplus of water
and its evacuation are consequently a major problem for the Flanders region. To help get to
grips with it, the new Flemish decree on water management has introduced an obligatory
hydrographic assessment. This means that before taking any decision on a planning application or construction project, the responsible authority must look at any possible impact on
the hydrographic system. If the conclusion is that it will have a negative impact, the plan or
project can be refused. If damage is likely but can be limited, compensatory measures must
be imposed. A good knowledge of flood-prone areas is clearly essential to effective decisionmaking in these fields, particularly for granting building permits. The mapping of floods and
their evolution in Flanders is therefore an invaluable tool in better understanding and identifying the risk areas and thereby assisting the authorities in reaching the right decisions on
planning and building projects.  

> > >

Radar images were selected to feed the monitoring system as radar sensors are designed
to collect precise data irrespective of weather conditions. This is important as the disturbing
influence of cloud cover is the principal problem in acquiring clear and reliable satellite data
for monitoring floods, simply because floods are usually associated with a prolonged period
of bad weather.  
The operational monitoring system uses ENVISAT and RADARSAT images. The flood images are
compared with reference images and the flooded regions mapped using two methods: active
contour processing and object-oriented classification. The results obtained using these two
methods are then combined to determine the minimum and maximum area of the flooded
areas. The end result can be placed on the “Geo-Vlaanderen” geographical website and is
freely accessible.
http://geo-vlaanderen.agiv.be/geo-vlaanderen/overstromingskaarten

Result

> > >

The project’s final results – import and pre-processing of radar
images (noise reduction), automatic mapping of flooded areas
and representation on the geographical portal – constitute a
useful tool for the water management authorities and regional
policy makers in Flanders. In enabling a better identification
of risk zones on a small and medium scale, this tool is very
useful to them in assessing the potential economic damage of
flooding and in limiting its effects.   

Flood mapping
The Flemish water authorities already had computer models that enabled them to forecast
to a degree the extent of flooding in the basins of the region’s principal rivers. It also had a
database containing information on zones that are naturally prone to flooding and zones that
flooded in Flanders between 1998 and 2000. This database is a valuable tool for regional
planning in relation to hydrographic system management. However, it was deficient in one
important aspect: updating. The FLOODMAP project was set out to fulfill the need of updating
this flood zone mapping. Between February 2003 and March 2004 the project partners developed an operational processing chain with maximum automation that made it possible to
convert radar satellite images into small and medium scale flood maps that were up to date,
rapidly available and easy to use.
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LAND MANAGEMENT

SPIDER

Information
on a town scale

Observation area
Ghent
Brussels
Liege
Satellite imagery
QUICKBIRD
IKONOS
LANDSAT 7

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

> > >
3D view with simulation
of the impact of a new building
on the landscape.

A new information source: very high resolution
For a long time, it was only the military that had access to very high resolution satellite
images. Recently, however, access has become much wider and many civilian or even commercial applications have been developed. Today a number of satellites offer images of this
kind, with an increasingly precise resolution close to 50 centimetres. These images provide a
useful complement to aerial photography as they permit the repeated observation of a quite
large area over a number of spectral bands. The limits of high resolution instruments such
as LANDSAT TM and SPOT HRV have become apparent in many applications, particularly in
urban areas. On the other hand, very high resolution image proved to be particularly useful
especially in support of decision-making at local or regional level. A new field has opened
up to show how and to what extent data supplied by very high resolution sensors can meet
the growing demand for geotopographic information and thereby contribute to the improved
management of urban and semi-urban areas.  
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- Survey of the potential uses of Earth observation data by local and regional authorities.  
- Development of digital surface models (DSMs) for urban areas and the evaluation of the
geometric accuracy of the results obtained when compared with surface models derived from
aerial photographs.  
- Definition and validation of pixel- and object-oriented automatic classification methods for
extracting information on urban land cover from data supplied by VHR instruments (QUICKBIRD, IKONOS).
- Development and validation of multi-resolution methods for mapping urban land cover on
the sub-pixel scale, based on the use of HR and VHR data.   

The research resulted in convincing methodological progress in producing digital surface models, orthorectified images, classifications on the sub-pixel scale, the detailed mapping of
impervious surfaces and change detection in an urban environment. Following demonstrator
tools and prototypes were developed: digital surface models and geometrically corrected
color images for the cities of Ghent and Liege; an inventory of changes in large-scale topographic databases (UrbIS, Brussels) on the basis of VHR satellite data; detailed mapping of
impervious surfaces on the sub-pixel scale for Brussels and surrounding area, and the impact
evaluation of impervious zones on the runoff in the Woluwe catchment area.

www.vub.ac.be/spider

Coordinator

From research to operational application
The SPIDER project was able to benefit from the combined efforts of five research teams
who pooled their knowledge and know-how. In addition to their expertise in processing and
interpreting satellite data, some of these teams had specific experience of town planning and
urban management. Enjoying close contacts with the local and regional authorities in the
regions studied, they were well placed to identify real information needs. This enabled the
development of operational applications to concentrate on precise subjects. Examples include
the improvement of information extraction from very high resolution images in an urban environment, the detection of significant urban changes, the generation of 3D data that include
non-natural elements, the mapping of urban land cover and the combined use of high and
very high resolution images for the detailed mapping of impervious surfaces that play such a
crucial role in problems of repeated flooding.  

- To identify useful applications for decision-makers at local and regional level.
- To define optimal methods for improving spatial information extraction from high and very
high resolution (HR and VHR) data, with the aid of innovative image processing techniques
and with the emphasis on urban areas.
- To develop value-added products that support these applications and that can be consulted
by means of everyday interfaces, such as CD-Rom or the Internet.

Frank Canters
Eenheid Cartografie
en Geo-informatiekunde
Vakgroep Geografie
VUB
fcanters@vub.ac.be
Panchromatic IKONOS image
(1m resolution) and derived land
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LAND MANAGEMENT

SUGRES
Example of “shadows“ in green areas. From left to right: panchromatic IKONOS image, infrared colour composite and NDVI index.

Monitoring
the urban lungs

Observation area
Brussels
Ghent
Satellite imagery
QUICKBIRD
IKONOS

Comparison between real colour
and false colour IKONOS images

Creating a green network

in order to detect green areas in Ghent.

Among their tasks, the regions and municipalities are responsible for managing green areas.
This involves maintaining and restoring existing green areas, creating new ones and managing their distribution throughout the territory to create what is known as a “green network”.
Green areas in an urban environment play an essential role in terms of ecology (improvement
of urban climate, buffer effect against air pollution, maintenance of biodiversity, hydrologic
role), planning (aeration of a very dense fabric of urbanisation), recreation and education.
However, monitoring land use is a laborious and painstaking task that makes heavy demands
on time and energy. Moreover, the municipalities often lack the kind of detailed and up-todate maps of green areas that they have of the urban network or of built-up areas. This is
why the techniques of Earth observation by satellite, and in particular the use of very high
resolution images, are so promising in developing applications of use in studying green areas
in an urban environment.  
This applied research was carried out by three scientific teams in partnership with a private
company seeking to develop products with a high added value. Researchers worked closely
with the managing authorities in the field, that are the City of Ghent and the Brussels Institute for Environmental Management, the latter responsible for managing green areas in the
Belgian capital.

The first part of the project involved identifying the needs of potential users on the basis of
an in-depth and systematic survey. This gave rise to four lines of research. First of all, compiling an inventory of all green areas, whether public or private (most inventories fail to take
account of private zones despite their importance to a green network). Subsequently, for each
of these identified green areas, compiling details of vegetation zones such as broad-leaved
trees, conifers, shrubs, lawns, cultivated areas, etc. Thirdly, detecting changes, whether in
terms of the creation or loss of green areas. Finally, making an inventory of the health of individual trees standing in the city streets. On the basis of the Ghent and Brussels pilot projects,
the first three lines of research have already produced excellent results in the form of product
prototypes complete with automated procedures to facilitate everyday use.   

Project

SUGRES

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

To develop value-added geographical information products obtained from very high resolution
satellite images and destined for the managers of green areas in an urban environment.  
An inventory of needs was produced in consultation with potential users. The very high
resolution satellite images were processed using two types of technique: a pixel-oriented
approach and an object-oriented approach. In addition to colour, the latter takes into account
the shape, texture and context of the pixel. The classifications were perfected using postclassification processing. Java Advanced Imaging technology was used to develop the working
interface.
Three reports were compiled. The ‘User requirements document’ gives the results of the
needs/availability study on geographical information systems and management plans relating
to green areas. A number of towns and municipalities in Belgium are included, with a more indepth study of Brussels. This study made it possible to identify the potential interests of users
in products to be developed. A second report, the ‘Product specifications document’, describes
the standardised procedures to be implemented in developing each product.
Finally, the ‘Service design document’ describes SUGRESWEB, an interface for ordering and
delivering products on the Internet. SUGRESWEB seeks to automate to best effect the processing chains leading to the finished products while also integrating harmoniously into the major
European information portal supported by the European Space Agency, the Service Support
Environment.
More specifically, the pilot projects in Ghent and Brussels generated the following applications:
inventory of green areas in the two urban areas, mapping of vegetation types (broad-leaved
trees, conifers, shrubs, lawns, cultivated areas) and a change map in the case of Ghent. The
inventory of the health of street trees requires further research to obtain useful results.

www.gim.be > Products > Urban Green Products

Four lines of research
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STUDY OF COASTAL REGIONS

BELCOLOUR

The colours
of the sea

Observation area
Belgian coast
Imagery
SeaWiFS
MERIS
MODIS
Hyperspectral airborne imagery

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

The objective of the BELCOLOUR project is to improve the theoretical basis and the software
tools that allow the development of products linked to the detection of suspended matter and
chlorophyll in coastal waters using remote sensing data, in particular those provided by new
instruments. After evaluating product quality, new applications will be developed.  

Satellite
data

Theory

> > >

> >

July 16, 2006.

> >

The colour of the sea is determined by
the contents of the water,
especially the suspended matter
(TSM: Total Suspended Matter)
and phytoplankton pigments,
such as chlorophyll a (CHL).
A hydro-optical model is used
to express this mathematically
and to allow satellite images to be
converted into CHL and TSM maps.  

MERIS image of the North Sea acquired

Airborne
data

Image processing

> >

Atmospheric correction.
Geometric correction.
Conversion of reflectance data
into
CHL and TSM maps.

Map of chlorophyll concentration

> > > >
Calibration
Water samples are taken at sea
and analysed to estimate optical
properties such as the phytoplankton
light absorption rate and water
reflectance as well as to measure
effective CHL and TSM concentrations.
These measurements allow
the calibration of theoretical
and validation models of various aspects
of optical theory.   

Map of total suspended matter derived
from satellite imagery.

CHL µg/l
TSM g/m3
0,1

1
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Sampling at sea allows calibration
and validation.

Result

Measuring in troubled waters
The colour of deep oceanic waters is determined almost solely by the chlorophyll concentration which is in turn linked to the presence of suspended phytoplankton. Spectral reflectance
is now a well-established method of estimating chlorophyll concentration in these waters.
The colour of coastal waters, however, is not determined by these phytoplankton alone as
these waters very often contain dissolved organic matter and non-organic particles, such as
suspended sediment originating from river outflows and the seabed. These particles affect
interactions of the light with the water and therefore also the signal received by the satellite.
As a result, estimating concentrations of this suspended matter as well as the chlorophyll is
rendered much more difficult. The growing interest in mapping parameters such as chlorophyll and suspended matter concentrations in coastal waters is due to the number and variety of applications that can benefit from such data. Examples include the detection of algal
bloom, the evaluation and monitoring of eutrophication levels and the validation of sediment
transport models. A number of multidisciplinary research teams worked on this project that,
although concentrated on the Belgian coast, developed a methodology that can be exported
to any other coastal region in the world.  
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> > >

> >

The sea is generally blue or green, but in
certain circumstances it can take on a white,
brown or yellow hue. This variation is because
it is not only the interaction of light with the
water itself that determines the sea colour,
but also its interaction with the components
that are present in the sea, via processes of
reflection, absorption and diffusion on the sea
surface, within the water column or on the
seabed. As a result, the optical properties of
algae, of dissolved organic substances and
of suspended non-organic particles – such as
sand, mud and clay – can have a considerable
effect on the colour of the sea. This means that by taking precise measurements of sea water
colour (or of spectral reflectance to be more precise) – for example using a satellite-based
measuring instrument – and using the appropriate mathematical models, scientists are able
to estimate the concentration of these components.    

Products

< < < > > >

A sea is not always blue

> >

derived from satellite imagery.

Users

Validation
Reflectance measurements
are made at sea and compared
with simultaneously obtained remote
sensing data to validate the calibration
and processing
(especially atmospheric correction).

The products developed by the project are made available to end-users via a website. They
include maps of the North Sea surface temperature and chlorophyll a and TSM concentration
maps. Derived from data supplied by the SeaWiFS, MERIS and MODIS sensors, these maps can
find useful applications in many sectors, such as port civil engineering, coastal zone engineering, oceanographic research and digital modelling of ecosystems.
Specific products are available on request.

www.mumm.ac.be/BELCOLOUR
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STUDY OF COASTAL REGIONS

ORMES
Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

The project had three objectives:
- To develop a simple procedure for the 2D mapping of suspended sediment concentrations
at near surface level by means of Earth observation.  
- To arrive at an operational and automated procedure.  
- To implement the procedure and software in the private partner’s business.

© Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aeroespacial (INTA)

Earth observation
keeps Port of Antwerp open

Observation area
The Scheldt
in the region of Antwerp
Imagery
Simulated satellite images
Hyperspectral airborne imagery

Aerial view of the Port of Antwerp.

The Port of Antwerp, engine of the Belgian economy
The Port of Antwerp, the fourth largest cargo port in the world and Europe’s biggest, is one of
the principal sources of Belgium’s prosperity. It provides direct or indirect employment for more
than 140,000 people, is visited by 15,000 vessels every year and handles 167 million tons of
cargo. The challenge for the future is to ensure that the port remains accessible to container
ships that are becoming bigger all the time. For this, continuous dredging of the shipping channels in the River Scheldt is vital.  

TSM maps for the Scheldt at 07:58, 08:44

TSM maps for the Scheldt at 10:03, 10:36

and 09:26 UTC (from bottom to top).

and 10:55 UTC (from bottom to top).

- Acquisition of hyperspectral airborne images and field data at various stages of the tidal
cycle:  
• 15 hyperspectral images were obtained in the space of about three hours. These images
were corrected atmospherically and geometrically.   
• Field data were collected at the time of each aircraft overpass. These consisted of GPS
measurements, turbidity data, in-situ spectral reflectance readings and a large number of
water samples. These water samples were analysed in the laboratory for suspended matter
concentrations, chlorophyll concentrations and optical qualities (backscattering and absorption). The turbidity meters were calibrated with reference to a number of water samples to
calculate the suspended sediment concentration.
- All the field data on the suspended matter obtained at more or less the same time as the
airborne data were used to compile a reliable empirical algorithm. This algorithm relates the
concentration of suspended sediment to the reflectance values in the hyperspectral images.
Once this algorithm is compiled on the basis of a limited number of water samples it can
be applied to the complete dataset of airborne images. In this way, maps are generated
that show variations in sediment concentrations throughout the tidal cycle in the Lower Sea
Scheldt.  
- At a second project stage, equivalent algorithms were compiled on the basis of simulated
satellite images.  

The end product is a user-friendly software for the mapping of suspended matter concentrations on the basis of Earth observation data. The information on these maps very closely matches the sediment concentrations measured during the tidal cycle in the Lower Sea Scheldt.
The results contribute to improve our knowledge of the temporal and spatial distribution of
the sediment in this area of complex currents. The maps of suspended sediment concentrations closely matched simulations of sediment transport models and turbidity measurements
across the complete water depth.    
The software is now used by the private partner, enabling the mapping of suspended matter concentrations (for an arbitrary location) on the basis of observation data and a limited
number of water samples obtained for calibration purposes. The software has a user-friendly
interface and is accompanied by a manual describing input, output and operation.       

Efficient and environment-friendly dredging
Dredging today must respect increasingly strict environmental standards. At the same time, it
is possible to limit maintenance dredging volumes by identifying the best dumping locations.
This is where a knowledge of the movement and behaviour of sediment concentrations in
both time and space can help.
The ORMES project chose the Scheldt Estuary as the study site due to its dynamic complexity.
The private partner in the project, a consultancy office that advises on subjects including water management and dredging works, needs information of this kind for the services it offers
its clients. Among other things, it uses data on fluctuations in the turbidity of the Scheldt
waters as an aid in identifying the optimal dredging location to ensure that any backflow
of the sediment to the channels and harbour is kept to a minimum. Earth observation data,
obtained using airborne sensors at various stages of the tidal cycle, are ideal for this purpose.
Thanks to the project, staff at the private partner now have access to software that permits
easy mapping of sediment data.  
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CLIMFISH

A forecasting model
for Lake Tanganyika fisheries

Observation area
Lake Tanganyika
Satellite imagery
MODIS
AVHRR

Photo © Pierre-Denis Plisnier

STUDY OF COASTAL REGIONS

Optimal planning of fishing campaigns
Lake Tanganyika is almost 700 kilometres long and covers an area as big as Belgium, stretching across the
borders of the Democratic Republic of Congo, Tanzania, Burundi and Zambia. For these countries it plays
a vital socio-economic role. For decades local village
communities have fished its waters intensively while
more recently semi-industrial fishing has been introduced. However, Lake Tanganyika is very sensitive to
climate variations and its productivity has always varied considerably from one season to another and also
from one year to another. Among others, the El Niño
phenomenon with its associated higher air temperatures in the tropics has an impact on the lake’s fish
resources. This is because changes to the lake’s surface
temperatures and wind speed disturb the water circulation in the lake and consequently the availability of
nutrients and phytoplankton. In addition to the cyclical variations in the species caught and in
overall productivity, over the past 20 years or more there has been an overall downward trend
in catches of a number of species. This decline is now posing a threat not only to commercial
fishing but also to the local populations. The aim of CLIMFISH is to arrive at a better understanding of the mechanisms of these changes and to determine to what extent they are linked
to climate changes and increasing human pressure. Developing six-month forecasting tools or
defining likely trends in the catches of the principal species over the coming years would be
useful for fishery managers to anticipate and plan future campaigns more effectively. Such tools
would also be useful to inform the other parties involved – fishermen, traders, development
agencies – of changes in a sector that every year supplies over a million consumers with more
than 200,000 tonnes of fish.
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Methodology

> > >

Result
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To investigate the impact of climate changes on the fisheries of Lake Tanganyika using an
eco-hydrodynamic model developed by a previous research project that has been improved
thanks to a combination of in situ and satellite data.
- Campaign of measurements (meteorological, limnological, biological data and fishery statistics) carried out between November 2004 and September 2006 in close cooperation with
the Kigoma and Mpulungu stations.
- Production of a time series of low resolution images (1km) over three and a half years characterising the spatio-temporal variability of surface temperature, chlorophyll a concentration
and the lake water attenuation coefficient.  
- Use of these data to refine and validate the eco-hydrodynamic model. Comparison of the
results produced by the model with recent fishery statistics (2002-2006).  
- Use of historical data (environment and fisheries) to check model suitability.  
- Evaluation of the model for drawing up plausible scenarios for forecasting future fishery
conditions.  

The project has completed the series of field data collected during a previous project, CLIMLAKE,
to result in more than four full years of meteorological, limnological and biological data. Temporal series of images were produced from MODIS and AVHRR data. These provide the surface
temperature, the chlorophyll a concentration and attenuation coefficient of the waters of Lake
Tanganyika between 2004 and 2006 (between 1985 and 2004 for the temperature, but at
less precise spatial resolution and on a weekly basis). A correlation was established between
the chlorophyll a concentrations and the attenuation coefficient calculated through remote
sensing and measured in the euphotic zone. The eco-hydrodynamic model was validated with
the field data collected at the Kigoma and Mpulungu stations. For the three principal species
of fish found in the lake, correlations were established between, on the one
hand, the data obtained by satellite imagery and, on the other hand, the
biological data and fishery statistics. The model was used to estimate the
lake’s primary productivity under present conditions of water circulation and
sunshine as well as under the conditions supplied by the general circulation
models in such a way as to be able to examine the influence of the climate
since 1970 on the lake’s ecosystem. There were significant correlations,
not only between fishery statistics and the results of the model, but also
between said statistics and global oceanic data such as surface temperature and atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure values are linked to
The abundance of sardines in the southern part
local climate variations which have a bigger impact on fishing than human
of the lake is linked to the high concentration
influences.
(mg chlorophyll a/m3).

www.geo.ulg.ac.be/cornet/climfish/
–––––––––– Catch of sardines
–––––––––– Average air temperature
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1976 in combination with the warm

The eco-hydrodynamic model used in this project was developed under a previous project
and incorporates a wide range of data relating to climate, hydrodynamics, water chemistry
and the development of plankton. The Royal Museum for Central Africa joined forces with
three university teams and two local research institutes in order to improve this fishery forecasting model. Satellite data derived water surface temperatures, chlorophyll a concentrations and water attenuation coefficients greatly supplemented the point sampling. Using the
model, it is possible to simulate the plankton quantities produced for given climatic conditions. These results are then analysed statistically and compared to field observations, such
as the fish specie that will be present in abundance. The model becomes increasingly refined
and its potential as a reliable tool for forecasting catches is evaluated. This should allow an
optimal exploitation of the fish that will be present in abundance, the best choice of nets,
conservation and packaging methods, and transport and distribution networks, etc.

years which are linked to the El Niño

CLIMFISH

> > >

of phytoplankton as measured by satellites

Multi-input modelling
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phenomenon appears as a decisive
element in the abundance of fish stocks.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

ASARTECH

Radar imagery
is making continuous progress

Observation area
Not applicable
Satellite imagery
Spotlight SAR data
from the SIR-C radar

Images before and after noise removal.

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

To develop and validate advanced techniques for the pre- and post-processing of SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) Spotlight remote sensing images.

The physics of SAR
- Testing and upgrading the POLSCAT computer coding
developed by UCL.
- Validating and extending the POLSCAT code.
- Sensitivity analysis.

Pre-processing
- Theory of Spotlight SAR processing:
- Equation of data acquisition in Spotlight SAR mode and
Point Target Response
- Equation of image restoration in Spotlight SAR mode
and algorithms
- Selection of the algorithm
- Implementation of algorithm selected.
Processor design and coding.
- Processor validation:
- On simulated data.
- On real raw data sets provided by the SIR-C radar.

Result

> > >

-

Post-processing
SAR image restoration.
Intermediate-level processing.
Image registration.
Change detection.
Validation and performance evaluation.

SAR physics: The team first concentrated on reviewing and improving the existing POLSCAT code at the practical (data encoding, code cleaning) and theoretical (incorporation of a
discreet statistic for description of trunks, stems, branches and leaves) level. The next stage
involved validating the code and introducing extensions for a more realistic modelling of
natural elements. Finally, an analysis of the model sensitivity in regard to a set of input parameters was carried out, based on field data obtained by the Development of SAR Inversion
Algorithms for Land Applications project, financed by the European Space Agency. This work
has continued under the PolInSAR project, also financed by the STEREO programme.   

Very high resolution radar
Pre-processing: The peculiarities and problems of Spotlight processing were identified (need
for high numeric precision in calculations, interpolations, resampling), which will allow a better command of this type of processing on the occasion of future activities.

Some of the sensors used in remote sensing are passive while others are active. The passive
sensors record the part of the sun’s rays that are reflected or emitted by the Earth’s surface.
Active sensors, such as radar, themselves emit an electromagnetic signal that illuminates the
site and then measure the return signal. Radar offers significant advantages in that, as it does
not need sunlight, it also operates at night, and as it uses waves in the microwave range
that can pass through clouds, the quality of the observations is not dependent on weather
conditions. Like optical imagery which it can usefully supplement, radar imagery offers an
increasingly precise spatial resolution. This is true for the images acquired by the Spotlight
SAR, a Synthetic Aperture Radar whose beam remains continuously targeted on the region
of interest, thereby increasing the integration time and enabling data to be obtained at a
resolution of under one metre.  

Post-processing: An essential prerequisite for the automatic interpretation of SAR images is
the filtering of speckle noise, which is inherent in any coherent imagery system. The many
filters currently available do not always preserve the image details, especially the point targets. An original and rapid filter, based on wavelets, was developed and validated to that
end. A tool permitting edge detection was also developed. Automatic registration of images
with vectoral spatial data, which is a limiting stage in integrating remote sensing data in an
operational environment, was also tackled. Finally, an original algorithm for the supervised
classification of multi-channel SAR data was developed and applied in the context of humanitarian demining.

Belgian expertise in the advanced processing of SAR data
Extracting useful information from the raw data supplied by this recent instrument is the task
that faced the project partners. While tried and tested processing techniques are available
for the classic SAR (10 or 100m resolution), the scientific community still needs a processing
model for Spotlight SAR images. The project therefore sought to develop Belgian expertise in
this field, each of the research units seeking to produce progress in three key areas. First, SAR
physics, that is the mathematical modelling of interactions between radar rays and a range of
targets (bare soils, vegetation, forests). Secondly, the pre-processing or restoration of images
from the raw unintelligible data supplied by the instrument. Finally, post-processing, which
seeks to create products of a superior quality apt to be included in geographic information
systems (GIS) by reducing noise interference in the image and improving shape recognition
or change detection. This theoretical and methodological progress is a vital preliminary stage
in consolidating know-how and subsequently making the best possible use of the potential
of this acquisition method.  
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

POLINSAR

Information
in three dimensions

Observation area
Oberpfaffenhofen test site in
Germany
Glinska Poljana test site in
Croatia
Imagery
E-SAR interferometric
and polarimetric pairs
(L and P bands) from DLR
JRC/ISPRA synthetic polarimetric
interferometric data
Daedalus airborne data

Objective

> > >

Methodology

> > >

Result

> > >

Polarimetric SAR Interferometry
The traditional processing of Synthetic Aperture Radar or “SAR” data is based principally on
the intensity of the backscatter. Calm waters appear black, for example, as the wave that reaches the surface rebounds in the opposite direction and no signal is returned to the receiver.
Recent developments, however, have added significant improvement to this information by
using a technique known as Polarimetric SAR Interferometry or “PolInSAR”. This technique
makes it possible to include two additional channels of information conveyed by radar imagery: polarisation and phase. The backscatter from vegetation cover depends on the state of
polarisation (vibration direction of the electrical field) of the incident wave. The depolarisation
of the backscattered wave in relation to the incident wave – the field of study of polarimetry
(Polarimetric SAR – PolSAR) – tells about the mechanisms by which the wave interacts with
the surface. As to interferometry (Interferometric SAR – InSAR), this exploits the information
contained in the dephasing between the incident wave and the return wave, taking as its
basis two images of the same zone. As one of the sources of dephasing is object height,
interferometry provides us with precise information on terrain elevation.
The PolInSAR project is concerned with combining interferometry and polarimetry as a source
of information on the height distribution of scattering mechanisms. The product of a PolInSAR
processing of a scene is thus a 3D image. When applied to vegetation areas, this technique
can make it possible to estimate the environmental parameters – biomass for example – that
are particularly important to the understanding and management of climate change.   

To develop know-how in Polarimetric SAR Interferometry (PolInSAR); polarimetric techniques
are incorporated in SAR interferometry applications to provide a combined sensitivity to the
vertical distribution of scattering mechanisms. This makes it possible to investigate the threedimensional structure of vegetation cover using a polarimetric SAR.  
PolInSAR processing:
- Theory of PolInSAR technique (review of the literature, algorithmics and calibration issues).
- Processor design and coding.
- Test data selection.
- Processor test on these data.
- Transfer of results to teams engaged in modelling and fusion.
PolInSAR physics:
- Review of the literature.
- Analysis of polarisation states and of coherent model.
- Decomposition of scattering mechanisms.
Fusion: Feasibility study
- Of land use classification.
- Of object-of-interest detection.
Potential of the PolInSAR technique in remote sensing.
A new processor named PolInSAR was developed, implemented and validated at CSL, taking
the ESA’s POLSARPRO processor as reference (and often helping to improve it). The PolInSAR
processor provides the three optimised coherences. Depending on the user’s choice, it can
also provide the three corresponding optimised interferograms, H-A-alpha breakdowns of
each polarimetric acquisition and images of the HH, VV and XX amplitude.
An improved version of the UCL polarimetric radiative transfer model, POLSCAT, and its corresponding code, was developed in order to integrate the interferometric coherence information.
Validation was done with reference to the JRC/ISPRA data as well as the interferometric polarimetric data produced by the new PolInSAR processor.  
For the two fusion methods, the overall precision of each of the fused series
is better than the precision obtained for separate series. The project was able
to demonstrate that:  
- The merged characteristics of different SAR frequencies are complementary
and appropriate for land use classification.  
- The PolInSAR characteristics are complementary to the PolSAR information
and essential for producing accurate classification of different land use types
such as man-made constructions, water bodies, forest, crops and bare soil.
- The optical data provide complementary information for the SAR data, but
which is not necessary for producing a precise land use classification.

Specific potentials
The multidisciplinary research partners who worked on this project were able to develop
Belgian expertise in this field at the same time as bringing both theoretical and technological
improvements. On completion of the research work, a meeting attended by user members
of the Steering Committee looked at the possible implications of the PolInSAR technique for
remote sensing activities. It was shown that the PolInSAR method has interesting potential for
crisis management, humanitarian demining and agriculture. However, for the latter application, further progress remains necessary in the area of modelling, especially for determining
soil moisture levels. The specific features of the PolInSAR products were compared with the
demands of these three fields of application with a view to providing users with the most
suitable products possible.  
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HYPERTEACH

Hyperspectral imaging:
a technological challenge
Data transmitted by Earth observation satellites vary a great deal depending on the sensors
used. What are known as panchromatic data originate in the recordings of radiation reflected
by the Earth’s surface at an interval that includes all the visible wavelengths. On the other
hand, the richer multispectral data are obtained from the simultaneous recording of the same
scene in 3 to 10 spectral bands that are not necessarily contiguous and usually located in the
visible range, in the near infrared, medium infrared and thermal infrared. “Hyperspectral”
sensors represent a major quantitative advance on both the above methods. These are able
to record data simultaneously in hundreds of often contiguous and much narrower spectral
bands (in the region of a few nm), thereby revealing in much greater detail the spectral properties of the elements observed for large acquisition windows. In these targeted areas of
the electromagnetic spectrum, the continuous signature of each element is available rather
than discrete measurements or rough averages. This fine spectral signature better reflects the
spectral behaviour of the elements observed and permits a more precise identification and
discrimination of objects.

To ensure that use is made of data gathered

			

by instruments such as APEX, the Belgian

					

Pixel continuous spectrum

Science Policy Office has supported the development of a training course in hyperspectral
imagery and the related teaching material.
A seminar, intended for researchers facing
this recent technology and for environmental managers requiring to integrate it into
future projects offers theoretical training
and practical exercises. The subjects covered
are hydrology, geology and biodiversity. This
training was given in Belgium in 2005 (40

Hyperspectral data cube

An unprecedented precision
=neZgheZXigVaYViV
Each pixel of a hyperspectral image
Bjai^heZXigVaYViV
contains a continuum of information
on the spectral response of the objects
observed in large areas of the electromagnetic spectrum. A considerable quantity of information is therefore available
to estimate with unprecedented precision a series of bio-geophysical and biochemical variables. This makes hyperspectral imaging a useful tool for a better
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understanding of atmospheric, hydrological and geological phenomena or for a better monitoring of vegetation or soil composition. The numerous applications, which some are already operational, include geological
and mining prospecting, estimating the pollution levels and eutrophication of surface waters,
monitoring sediment build-up and movement in estuaries and port areas, monitoring of the
composition of the vegetative cover, evaluating the health of trees, identifying a deficiency
or excess of nitrogen in major crops, and estimating organic matter content in soils or their
susceptibility to erosion.
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participants), in Indonesia (40 participants)
and Turkey (80 participants) in 2006, and
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Making the most of this new method
By their very nature, hyperspectral data result in vast quantities of information that must be
stored and processed. This requires a much increased computing power to classify raw data
and brings the need to review and optimise the whole processing and analysis process. This
field of research represents a challenge for both fundamental and applied research. Supported
by the STEREO programme and by ESA’s PRODEX programme, this field of investigation has taken concrete shape since 2002 in the organization of four hyperspectral acquisition campaigns
using various airborne instruments. Alongside these flight campaigns, the STEREO programme
has also financed small-scale scientific projects enabling Belgian researchers working with
international partners to investigate the technique and to acquire a certain know-how. The
Belgian Science Policy Office has entrusted the organization of the airborne campaigns as well
as the pre-processing, distribution and storage of data to the Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch Onderzoek (VITO). This research institute is also a partner in a Belgo-Swiss consortium
that is developing the APEX imaging spectrometer for ESA (see box).

- TAP, VITO

Partners
- Africa Museum

Characteristics of the instruments used during the 4 hyperspectral campaigns

- SADL , K.U.Leuven
The APEX (Airborne Prism EXperiment)

spectral range

number of bands

spatial resolution

- MUMM

288 channels
160 channels
1 channel
126 channels

0,6 — 6 m
0,5 — 10 m
1,5 — 7,5 m (1)
4 — 10 m

http://hyperteach.vgt.vito.be

80 channels

2,5 — 10 m

300 channels

2—5

airborne spectroradiometer, developed for the European Space Agency
(ESA) as a calibration and validation
instrument for a future satellite hyperspectral imager, will record data in 300
spectral bands covering wavelengths
between 380 and 2500 nm, with a
spatial ground resolution between 2
and 5 metres.
http://www.apex-esa.org

http://cvblocal.vgt.vito.be/

CASI-2
SASI
ATM
HyMap
		
		
AHS160
		
		
		
		
APEX

0,400 — 0,950 µm
0,850 — 2,500 µm
8,5 — 13
µm
0,450 — 2,500 µm
3—5
µm
8 — 12
µm
0,430 — 1,030 µm
1,550 — 1,750 µm
1,994 — 2,540 µm
3,300 — 5,400 µm
8,200 — 12,700 µm
0,380 — 2,500 µm

(1) Depends

on the altitude of the flight.

Vis  

Visible

NIR  

Near infrared

SWIR  

Short wavelength infrared

MWIR  

Medium wavelength infrared

LWIR   

Long wavelength infrared

m

Source : http://www.space.gc.ca/asc/fr/satellites/hyper_brochure. asp
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Vast
amounts
of data
The recent development of hyperspectral sensors is bringing the need
to explore a vital avenue of research:
the development of methods to process the vast amounts of data generated by this observation technique.
Two major projects have focused

HYPERCRUNCH

HYPERWAVE

HYPERPEACH

Precision
agriculture
and imagery

GRASS

Improving data mining

Applying and validating algorithms

Peach trees under the hyperspectral

There is more to modern agriculture

Observing grassland

The high spectral resolution that is intrinsic

HYPERWAVE’s aim is to validate and apply

magnifying glass

to hyperspectral remote sensing produces a

the algorithms developed by the HYPER-

The modelling of growth processes in fruit

vast quantity of data. It is therefore essential

CRUNCH project that developed a toolbox

trees could make it possible to develop ef-

to arrive at a better extraction of data – or

prototype making it possible to apply these

fective monitoring tools that are essential

data mining –   from hyperspectral datacu-

algorithms whatever the subjects studied. To

to an effective management of this kind

bes. At an initial stage, the project sought

test and validate the prototype, it needs to

of intensive cultivation. In this context, the

ways of selecting a limited number of rele-

be confronted with numerous hyperspectral

project studied the biochemical parameters

vant bands for a specific application without

datacubes supplied by different sensors over

of peach tree leaves and in particular iron

loss of essential information.

a wide field of applications. The data and ex-

deficiency, a factor that inhibits plant growth

At a later stage, acquisition protocols were

pertise acquired by other STEREO programme

and reduces the production quantity.

developed to improve classification perfor-

projects or research carried out within VITO

In the Saragossa region of Spain, almost two

mance. The mathematical algorithms were

were used for this purpose. Initially develo-

hundred peach trees were given different

developed as independently as possible

ped for the ecosystem of orchards, the al-

amounts of iron supplements and then sub-

on this methodological exploration,

of applications and sensor specifications in

gorithms were integrated into the analysis

jected to hyperspectral reflectance measu-

such a way as to permit their implementa-

of aquatic environments or dune vegetation.

rements, both on the leaf itself and on the

bringing together scientific teams

tion in operational data processing chains,

This latter investigation made it possible to

canopy by means of field and airborne hyper-

for example in the future APEX sensor data

produce a map of the dune vegetation for

spectral measurements. This multiple ap-

chain.  

the Belgian coast (HYPERKART project).

proach enabled to test the traditional vege-

with complementary expertise in

The data reduction techniques and mathe-

the pre-processing of data, classification methods and post-classification
processing in order to permit the

Grassland is a significant component of the

than production alone. It must also
reduce the environmental impact,

Coordinator

new robust indexes designed to detect and

the scientific community. The field of ap-

- TAP, VITO

quantify growth anomalies. It allowed provi-

plication explored is precision farming and

Partners

ding a satisfactory estimate of chlorophyll a

more particularly stress monitoring (for mil-

- MUMM

and b in leaves on the basis of hyperspectral

dew, nitrogen deficiency) in Jonagold and

- Visie Lab, UA

data. The new indexes also made it possible

Golden Delicious apple orchards.

- Afdeling M3-BIORES, K.U.Leuven

to detect changes in the chlorophyll concen-

interpretation of images. The HYPER-

tration, such as a reduction in this pigment

some time already to monitor agricultural
land, until now its spatial resolution has been

protect rural areas and ensure their

too weak to envisage ecological studies or
monitoring of semi-natural grasslands. The

durability. In the context of agri-

GRASS project looked at how data obtained
by the CASI and SWIR sensors could be used

environmental measures, the moni-

to provide a continuous spatial and tempo-

toring of agricultural parcels requires

in the Belgian Lorraine region. It identified

the use of specific management tools.

rameters of grassland and various spectral

ral monitoring of grassland characteristics
relations between the physico-chemical pacomponents such as the reflectance curve

Although information can be collected

R(λ), spectral indexes and the first derivative of R (λ) to characterise, for example,

through systematic observations on

tation indexes and successfully generate

matical algorithms were made available to

regional and national agricultural landscape.
Although remote sensing has been used for

the slope in the “red edge” zone (inflexion
point on the borders of the red and near

the ground coupled with laboratory

infrared distinctive for a sharp increase in
plant reflectance), making it possible to dis-

analyses, this remains a costly and

tinguish between different types of grassland (pastures, hay fields, etc.). Information

laborious approach, due in particular

is also provided on the quality of the plant
cover (energy values, etc.) that is a factor in

to the variability between parcels and

Coordinator

due to iron deficiency, before it becomes vi-

PEACH project is a concrete applica-

- TAP, VITO

sible to the naked eye.  

even within the same parcel. Hyper-

tion of these investigations.

- Visie Lab, UA

Coordinator

spectral remote sensing provides a

- Afdeling M3-BIORES, K.U.Leuven

- Afdeling M3-BIORES, K.U.Leuven

estimating potential grass production, which
is crucial to farmers.  

Partners

Coordinator

Partners

- Biométrie, Gestion des données
et Agrométéorologie, CRA-W

detailed analysis that offers promising

- Visie Lab, UA
- TAP, VITO

new perspectives for what is known

- Instituto de Agricultura Sostenible,
Spain

as precision farming, namely

- Estación Experimental Aula Dei,
Spain

the provision of the right amount
at the right place at the right time.
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HYNIM
A fertilizer deficiency or surplus

A tool
for
pedology
Hyperspectral spectroscopy is look-

An unfortunately common problem today is
that fertilizers not used by plants drain away

ing very promising for research

from the soil with the risk of polluting underground or surface water and ultimately the

and applications in the field of

sea. Beaches invaded by seaweed are the
sad testimony to this pollution. On the other

pedology. Obtaining information

hand, nitrogen deficiency can limit yields and
compromise soil fertility in the long term.

on the surface properties of soils

Due to the high flexibility in the choice of
spectral bands offered by the HyMap sensor,

and their components (minerals,

hyperspectral imagery can be a major aid
in detecting the parcels or inter-parcel zones

organic matter, humidity) and

that are being inadequately fertilized. Five
spectral bands in the green, red and near in-

revealing anomalies that suggest

frared were selected and proved pertinent,
with several combinations of these bands

pollution (see “Tracking indus-

being tested for their ability to provide information on nitrogen content. Encouraging

to erosion are the goals pursued
by researchers investigating the
complex system of soils. An addi-

Coordinator
- Département des Sciences et Gestion

Soil organic matter (SOM) is a very important
production factor but difficult to quantify due

content and organic matter levels. Soil ero-

to its great spatial variability. The complex na-

sion affects these properties and can there-

ture of the soil system also makes evaluating

fore have an indirect effect on agricultural

its properties an arduous exercise, even under

productivity. To what extent do erosion pro-

laboratory conditions. Researchers working on

cesses contribute to the spatial variations in

this project in an agricultural area of southern

soil properties and thus to yield variations?

Belgium studied to what extent hyperspectral

The answer is not yet clear, particularly at re-

remote sensing can be used to measure the

gional level. On the basis of HyMap data of

surface organic matter of soils on the basis of

the Hageland region in Belgium, the project

data supplied by the CASI-2 and SASI sensors.

sought to determine the correlation between

The combined use of these two sensors wi-

soil erosion and the productivity of agricultu-

dens the available spectral range and permits a

ral land, a link between the two parameters

more effective SOM estimation model. Signifi-

having been shown to exist. As the method

cant correlations were established between the

used failed to show a significant correlation,

SOM levels detected by laboratory analyses of

more in-depth research is needed.

surface soil samples taken in the field and the

Coordinator

land observed.

hyperspectral signature of the bare agricultural
- Onderzoeksgroep Fysische

Partners

Coordinator

from plant waste is one of the principal

- Département de Géologie

de l’Environnement, ULg

stocks in the global carbon cycle. Subjected

et de Géographie, UCL

Partners

- Afdeling land, Aminal

the soil’s humic matter, the stocked carbon

- Département des Sciences et Gestion

tional motivation for the regular
use of hyperspectral data is that it

is a potential source of CO2 emissions into

de l’Environnement, ULg

the atmosphere. This outgoing flow of CO2 is

- Centre for Geo-Information

difficult to quantify, as is the flow in the op-

permits a considerable reduction

- Centre de Recherche Public
Gabriel Lippmann, Luxembourg

Soil organic carbon (SOC) derived principally

- Département des Sciences et Gestion

to the activity of organisms that break down

- Laboratoire d’écologie
des grandes cultures, UCL

Soil organic carbon

Coordinator

- Exeter University, United Kingdom

de l’Environnement, ULg

Partners

Estimating soil organic matter

yields, such as water retention, nutrient

- BRGM, France

cess or deficiency of nitrogen fertilizer.

OM + CARBIS

A number of soil properties determine crop

en Regionale Geografie, K.U.Leuven

to detect maize parcels showing abnormal
reflectance that could be attributed to an ex-

Erosion and productivity

trial pollution”) or vulnerability

results have thus been obtained in drawing
up agri-environmental indicators wherewith

EROCROP

Wageningen Universiteit, Netherlands

posite direction that converts the CO2 in the

- Department of Geography

atmosphere by means of photosynthesis into

and Human Environment

biomass that is consequently immobilised in

Tel Aviv University, Israel

in the field samples that need to

the form of humus. Although, in principle,

be taken.

CO2  flows, detecting these changes requires

the changes that occur in SOC stocks reflect
a sampling that is as extensive as it is intensive due to the high spatial variability of
the SOC. With the aim of obtaining a reliable
monitoring tool, the project compared the
predictive ability of laboratory, field and AHS
airborne spectroscopic measurements for a
site in Belgian Lorraine. The results showed
that studies of this kind require the development of a spectral calibration at regional level that can be used for all soils in the same
physiographical area.
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Better
defined
biotopes

ECOMALT

HYPERKART

A precise knowledge of biotopes is
useful to preserve their stability, often
under threat from human pressure.
It is also a decision-making aid for
managers responsible under the
Natura 2000 network’s Habitat directive to help preserve the European
Union’s biological diversity. To perfect

HISMAC

MOISGRAD

HYECO +
HYECO 4

Tools for managing salt marshes

Moisture gradients and ecological

A contribution to eco-hydrological

Concentrating on the nature reserve on the

indicators

models

island of Schiermonnikoog, in the Nether-

Identifying and describing underground

On the basis of data obtained by the

lands, the project sought to map the veg-

hydrological systems is particularly impor-

CASI, ATM, HyMap and AHS sensors, the

etation of the fragile salt marsh ecosystems.

tant for managing and developing ecologi-

project investigated how imaging spec-

The type, spread and changes of the veg-

cal resources in river basins. At the ground

troscopy (IS) could enrich and refine

etation as well as their biophysical and bio-

surface, these systems appear as either

hydro-ecological models. These mo-

infiltration zones that remain relatively dry

dels are based on detailed spatial data

Classifying ecotopes

Mapping coastal vegetation

chemical characteristics are all useful tools

In densely populated and industrialised

Dune observation on the Belgian coast is

for the decision-makers. The project im-

or discharge zones that are more humid

concerning vegetation types and para-

Flanders, environmental management is a

an inherent part of the European Integrated

proved data processing algorithms in the in-

due to upward groundwater seepage. The

meters such as water availability (mois-

task made difficult by the intense pressure

Coastal Management Programme. The ac-

terest of a better exploitation of the data re-

project sought the best way of analysing

ture gradients, groundwater depth) and

on the remaining natural areas. A valuable

tive surveillance of coastal plant cover has

corded by the AIS hyperspectral instrument.

the hyperspectral CASI and SASI data for

evapotranspiration. Recent advances in

tool for land management and environmen-

a twofold interest for federal and regional

At an initial stage, the research determined

the determination of the moisture gradients

remote sensing have shown that IS can

tal monitoring is the Biological Valuation

officials: an ecological interest to ensure the

the most appropriate classification strate-

of the Doode Bemde nature reserve in the

be used to extract relevant biochemical

Map (BVM). Drawn up by the regional body

preservation of these habitats with a high

gies (including artificial neural networks). At

Dyle Valley. This site has been the subject

and biophysical variables for estima-

INBO (Instituut voor Natuur- en Bosonder-

biological value, and a functional interest in

a subsequent stage, different dimensional

of in-depth research over recent years, pro-

ting the real state of vegetation, such

and refine biotope identification

zoek / Institute for Nature and Woodland

the knowledge that dunes are the very im-

reduction approaches (genetic algorithms in

viding numerous field measurements and

as Leaf Area Index (LAI), Net Primary

Research), this map records all the biotopes

portant advance guard of protection for the

particular) were applied to different classi-

the results of simulations. The site also has

Production (NPP) and Plant Functional

and thus classification, exploratory

in Flanders.

land and agglomerations located in the hin-

fiers. Because of its added value, an object-

the advantages of showing a certain hydro-

Type (PFT). On this basis, the multidisci-

The ECOMALT project looked at the possibi-

terland, sometimes below sea level. Some

oriented classification approach, consisting

chemical uniformity, relatively constant

plinary scientific teams who conducted

lity of using the fine spectral resolution of

plant species play a key role in resisting ero-

of segmenting the hyper-spectral datacubes

moisture gradients and a variation in veg-

their research at specific sites in Bel-

hyperspectral data supplied by the HyMap

sion and stabilising the coastline.

into object images with clear limits and ex-

etation over a short distance that is linked

gium and the Netherlands showed that,

sensor to better identify different ecotopes,

Integrating a large number of ground refe-

tracting from them the object signatures,

to underground hydrological movements.

when integrated into ecological pro-

particularly in the Dender valley. An image

rence and hyperspectral data from the AISA-

was used to determine significant catego-

It proved possible to establish correlations

cess models, spatially explicit variables

processing chain using machine learning

Eagle sensor, the project identified with

ries of vegetation types.

between the hyperspectral measurements

derived from IS can be very useful in

algorithms was designed to provide a clas-

great precision about 20 vegetation classes

and the field data for soil moisture on one

compiling an inventory of ecosystems

research combined hyperspectral
data with precise measurements of
interacting chemical, physical and
biological processes. In the interests

sification of ecotopes that meets the criteria

for marram dunes, moss dunes, grasslands,

Coordinator

hand and between ground moisture and

and forecasting their development. The

of high precision, stability performance, high

scrubland, wooded areas and 4 “non-vege-

- Laboratorium voor Bosbeheer en

the depth of the groundwater table on the

methodological progress achieved by

repeatability and interpretability, and persis-

tation” classes. The mapping software de-

Ruimtelijke Informatietechnieken,

other. These results enabled to map the

this project helped improve the analysis

tence to signal noise. The project showed

veloped was delivered to the Flemish Go-

UGent

humid and dry zones as well as the plant

tools and thus contributed to a better

other projects have included hyper-

the importance of the short wavelength in-

vernment (Afdeling Kust, IVA Maritieme

Partners

species that indicate moisture gradients

understanding of the eco-hydrological

frared (SWIR) and drew up a classification

Dienstverlening en Kust, Vlaams Ministerie

- International Institute for Geo-

(phreatophytes).

functioning of the sites observed.

spectral data in research on humidity

chart for the BVM map based on 16 classes

van Mobiliteit en Openbare Werken) accom-

Information Science and Earth

with tree and grassland categories. It also

panied by an instruction manual. The admi-

Observation, Netherlands

confirmed the superiority of the hyper-

nistrations concerned are thus in a position

- Centre for Geo-Information

spectral approach compared to the multi-

to produce detailed maps on the basis of

Wageningen Universiteit, Netherlands

spectral approach. A new avenue of re-

hyperspectral data and thereby evaluate the

- Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat,

search will be concerned with the testing of

stability of the foredunes and map the eco-

the robustness of the methods with the aim

logical diversity of the coastal dunes.

of preserving fragile environments,

gradients and their effect on plant
associations.

Follow-up of HYECO, HYECO 4 resulted in a

Coordinator

classification of vegetation types, an analysis

- Vakgroep Hydrologie en Water-

of moisture gradients, the determination of

bouwkunde, VUB

Netherlands

the LAI for conifer stands, the establishment
of promising correlations between NPP and
biomass obtained through IS on one hand
and by an ecological model on the other,
and finally in the use of radiative transfer

of using hyperspectral data for the change
detection that is needed for updating the

Coordinators

BVM map.

- TAP, VITO

models to produce plant species maps.

- AGIV

Coordinator

Coordinator

Partner

- Vakgroep Hydrologie en Water-

- Vakgroep Elektronica en Informatica,

- Instituut voor Natuur- en Bosonderzoek

bouwkunde, VUB

Partners

VUB

Partners

- Centre for Geo-Information
Wageningen Universiteit, Netherlands

- Instituut voor Natuur- en Bosonderzoek

- TAP, VITO

- AGIV

- Laboratoire d’Écologie du Paysage, ULB
- Staatbosbeheer, Netherlands
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The protection
of
coastal areas

SCHELDT

BRADEX

TIDESED +
SEDOPTICS

KABAR

Coasts and estuaries are vulnerable

Water quality in the Scheldt estuary

Detection in shallow waters

Finely characterising sediments

Preserving coral reefs

Partners

The project was concerned with the Scheldt

For shallow coastal and inland waters, there

Very rich ecologically, the Scheldt estuary

With nearly 600 species of coral reefs, Indone-

- TAP, VITO

areas with rare biotopes threatened
by industrial activity, maritime
transport and also tourism. To protect
them effectively we need a better
knowledge of how ecosystems work
and improved methods of assessing
water quality. Belgium has acquired expertise in this field, due in
particular to imaging spectroscopy
that offers an interesting alternative
to laborious and costly sampling
campaigns, sometimes in areas of
difficult access. Fine spatial resolution permits a more precise discrimination between the biogeochemical

estuary and plume, the coastal zone where

is scope for improvement in estimating

is home to one of the largest wading bird

sia is home to the world’s richest coral diversity.

- Vakgroep Geografie, UGent

the estuarine waters continue their dilution

some parameters thanks to optical remote

populations in Western Europe and has se-

The Tanimbar archipelago, located in eastern

- Agency for the Assessment and

with sea water. In this very particular tran-

sensing data. In such waters, adjacency

veral rare biotopes, such as freshwater tidal

Indonesia, is part of a site recognized by the

Application of Technology for Natural 		

sitional ecosystem, significant variations in

effects produced by the proximity of land

marshes. As the estuary is also the site of

World Conservation Monitoring Centre as being

Resources (BPPT), Indonesia

water quality and composition reflect the

(“environmental straylight”) disrupt the ob-

industrial activity and an important com-

exceptionally rich in endemic maritime species.

intense pressure of human activity and the

servations used to estimate concentrations  

mercial shipping route, managing the zone

Yet it is a site threatened by pollution, tourism,

tidal system. The research project looked

of chlorophyll and suspended matter. The

is a delicate matter that could certainly be

environmental changes (bleaching), sedimen-

at the potential of imaging spectroscopy in

BRADEX project looked at the possibility

made easier with a better understanding of

tation and destructive fishing methods, such

detecting the biogeochemical parameters

of detecting the effects of environmental

its ecosystems.

as the banned practices of blast and cyanide

reflecting water quality. A statistical analysis

straylight, achieving undeniable progress

The same applies to sites like the nature

fishing. Mapping the coral distribution is a vital

of a large number of parameters and spec-

in improving the scientific bases of image

reserve “De IJzermonding” at the mouth of

prerequisite for any attempt to preserve these

tra made it possible to derive correlations

processing for these particular zones. A large

the Yser or the “Plaat van Walsoorden” and

exceptional ecosystems. The project looked at

between classic ground truth measurements

quantity of radiometric data obtained from

“Molenplaat” in the Western Scheldt.

the potential of hyperspectral imaging (airborne

and the hyperspectral information provided

satellite (MERIS, MODIS, CHRIS) or airborne

A number of key biological, chemical and

and satellite) for obtaining measurements of suf-

by the CASI sensor. On the basis of the re-

(AHS) sensors, instruments on board vessels

physical processes are at work within the

ficiently high spectral and spatial resolution for

lations found, synoptic maps of biochemical

(TriOS) or manual measurements (ASD),

large expanses of soft sediments exposed

the precision mapping of coral reef varieties and

parameters were drawn up: coloured dis-

combined with atmospheric measurements

at low tide, such as photosynthesis by uni-

health, as well as of the sea depth. Fordate, the

solved organic matter (CDOM), dissolved

(CIMEL photometer) and field measure-

cellular microphytobenthos (the first link in

study zone, is a small island which is home to

organic carbon (DOC), dissolved inorganic

ments (CHL, TSM), were collected simul-

the food chain) and erosion or deposition

both fringing reefs (off a non-coral coast) and

carbon (DIC) and partial CO2 pressure. These

taneously to compile a reference database

of sediments.

a large patch reef (isolated circular reef within

encouraging results could be further refined,

that made it possible to produce a detection

The goal set and achieved by the projects

a lagoon). By combining CASI data, atmosphe-

to include in particular physical models in-

algorithm for pixels affected by adjacency

was to use hyperspectral measurements

ric and bathymetric data and field samples, the

corporating the bathymetric effect.

effects. This algorithm could ultimately be

obtained by the HyMap and AHS sensors to

project was able to draw up a bathymetric map

integrated into the MERIS image processor

quantify the principal biological and physi-

and a classification of coral reefs based on their

Coordinator

used by the European Space Agency. The da-

cal parameters.

geomorphological characteristics up to a depth

- Signal and Image Centre, RMA

tabase also proved very useful in detecting

For the Scheldt estuary, maps of chlorophyll a

of 30 metres. These are a valuable aid to interna-

Partners

blooms of Noctiluca, a luminous variety of

content, grain distribution and size, and

tional programmes for the protection of natural

- Laboratorium voor Protistologie en

phytoplankton.

water and organic matter content were pro-

resources as well as for the economic survival of

duced. The coastal management authorities

an island that is highly dependent on its marine

Coordinator

were also provided with a map of primary

environment.

- MUMM

production, a classification of ecotopes and

- GHER, ULg

Partner

a sediment stability map.

- Unité d’Océanographie Chimique, ULg

- Université du Littoral de la Côte

Research confirmed the importance of the

Aquatische Ecologie, UGent
- Océanographie Chimique

compounds present in sea water,
brackish water and intertidal sedi-

et Géochimie des Eaux, ULB

d’Opale, France

visible and near infrared in analysing sedi-

ments by identifying their spectral

ments in tidal zones.

signature.

Coordinator
- Afdeling Hydraulica, K.U.Leuven

Partners
- Onderzoeksgroep mariene biologie,
UGent
- TAP, VITO
- Laboratorium voor Protistologie en

DOC mM 16

Aquatische Ecologie, UGent
- Nederlands Instituut voor Ecologie,
Netherlands
- Laboratoire de Planétologie
et Géodynamique
Université de Nantes, France
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For a better
knowledge
of our towns

HYSAR +
URBAN

The remote sensing of urban area

Urban classifications

Tracking
industrial
pollution
The precision of hyperspectral

HYSAR

faces complexities at several levels:

The complexity of urban systems makes it parti-

Roads

cularly difficult to observe their spatial and spec-

the complexity of the spatial organi-

Buildings

for detecting pollutants and forecas-

tral characteristics. Affected by human activities

URBAN

as well as natural phenomena, urban areas are

The URBAN project used a CASI hyperspectral

very heterogeneous, making the data provided by

image and a couple of very fine resolution

sensors with limited spectral ranges insufficient

(0.52m) superspectral stereoscopic images taken

for a precise classification of man-made objects

in the south of the town of Ghent to test the pos-

such as houses, industrial buildings, roads, power

sibility of obtaining an orthocorrected urban clas-

plants and airports. The HYSAR project looked at

sification giving height information. The geomet-

the combination of SAR (Synthetic Aperture Ra-

ric information deduced from the superspectral

dar) polarimetric data and HyMap hyperspectral

images failed to produce satisfactory results due

data for the classification of man-made objects

to the problem of shadows cast and to a poor

ravages of weather add to this in-

in urban or semi-urban sites. The SAR polarime-

absolute orientation of the stereoscopic model, a

tric data are sensitive to the geometry and phy-

precursor of the 3D model for estimating heights.

herent structural complexity so that

sical properties of illuminated surfaces, such as

From a thematic point of view, the classification

the dielectric constant, while hyperspectral data

methods tested failed to produce a significant im-

provide information on the biochemical nature

provement in terms of precision in comparison to

and environment of the scene observed. The

the multispectral image classification. However, it

fusion of these two types of data proved particu-

seemed to facilitate discrimination between as-

larly effective in detecting the road network but

phalt roads and concrete roads, between asphalt

did not permit the detection of buildings due to

and tarmac, and between the building and veg-

different image geometries.

etation shadows.

sation, the heterogeneity of materials and the geometrical variety
of structures of different size and
height. The effects of time and the

our town and city environments are
subject to constant change. To obtain
precise information on urban and
semi-urban areas, the use of classical
multispectral data alone sometimes
proves insufficient. The spatial and
spectral sampling offered by imaging

imagery makes it an effective tool

ting their dissemination, whether
in the water, the air or the soil. The

Coordinator

- Signal and Image Centre, RMA

- Vakgroep Geografie, UGent

Partners

Partners

- TAP, VITO

- IGEAT, ULB

- Institute of radio frequency technology

- Laboratoire SURFACES, ULg

DLR, Germany

Assessing environmental damage

pect, the mining site of Rosia Poieni in Ru-

Assessing health and environmental risks

mania was also the subject of a study using

caused by mining and industrial pollution

multispectral imagery. Affected mainly by

requires an accurate determination of the

the problem of acid mine drainage, proces-

pollutants at work. As existing methods of

sing showed it was possible to determine

assessing this pollution are both imperfect

the extent of these acid water zones as

and generally costly, hyperspectral imagery

well as the zones with weathered minerals.

presents an interesting venue worthy of

This study is an initial approach prior to the

exploration. The MINPACT project sought

launch of a hyperspectral campaign.

to do so, characterising pollution mecha-

evaluation methods developed can
be useful for rehabilitating abandoned industrial sites. Hyperspectral

nisms at work at test sites and focusing on

Coordinators

soil contamination, the deposit of polluted

- Keyobs

dust and vegetation stress. It looked at the

- Département GeoMac, ULg

Meuse Valley, near Liege, the site of waste

Partner

products and residues originated from ma-

- Laboratoire de Toxicologie environnementale, FUSAGx

jor chemical and ironworks plants as well

data also make it possible to pro-

as historical contamination at abandoned
mines or coking plants. The pollutants pre-

vide private companies with precise

sent are very complex and varied, including heavy metals, cyanide, volatile orga-

information in real time on harmful

nic compounds, and mineral oils. Although
correlations proved difficult to establish

industrial emissions, enabling mana-

between the hyperspectral measurements
and precise pollutant concentrations, signi-

gers to take the necessary measures
Coordinator

MINPACT

ficant results were obtained in detecting
industrial dust deposits in the Meuse basin

to protect human health while also

in the area of Liege. As Eastern Europe faces particularly serious problems in this res-

optimising the use of infrastructures.

- Eenheid Cartografie en Geoinformatiekunde, VUB

spectroscopy may give a notable
improvement in the classification
precision in urban environments.

Another field that benefits from the
technological progress of hyperspectral imagery is archaeology.
A project has been initiated in 2007
in partnership with UNESCO to help
locate the ruins of an ancient city
in Calabria (Italy) on the basis
of hyperspectral data and LIDAR
(airborne laser scanner).
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WALMET

CONTAM

Help in rehabilitating mining sites

Detecting contamination by metals

Unfortunately, the pollution caused by the

The project assessed the pertinence of us-

mining of metal deposits is not limited to

ing data provided by the CASI-2 and SASI

local surface pollution. Due to leaching and

instruments to, on one hand, detect highly

run-off, the polluted waters affect the soils

contaminated sites and roads covered with

and groundwater throughout the catch-

zinc ash, together with their geographical

ment area, with major consequences for the

distribution, and on the other hand to de-

health of populations and for the environ-

termine the effects of this ground contami-

ment. Both the industries themselves and

nation by heavy metals on plant growth.

the authorities need to draw up a reliable

The region studied is in northeast Belgium,

inventory if they are to improve and reha-

between the municipalities of Balen and

bilitate these sites. Although a problem all

Lommel, home to non-ferrous metal indus-

TIRIS

over the world, it is particularly present in

tries. The area shows high concentrations

Great Britain with its long history of mining.

of heavy metals such as cadmium, zinc,

The WALMET project was concerned with a

copper and lead caused by present or past

Analysing the dispersal of gas

number of former lead mining sites in the

industrial emissions and the composition of

pollutants

Rheidol Valley in central Wales. By combin-

roads made of industrial by-products, such

The port of Antwerp is home to the largest

ing field analyses and hyperspectral image-

as zinc ash or lead slag. The SASI sensor

petrochemical complex in Europe. Four oil

ry and using image processing techniques

proved suitable for the detection of vegeta-

refineries jointly occupy almost 175 ha, refin-

previously developed by a European project,

tion subject to stress and, to a lesser extent,

ing and producing millions of tons of oil and

the project sought to characterise the waste

for quantitative road detection. Further stud-

chemical products a year, subsequently emit-

and mining residues and identify the extent

ies will be necessary to establish a possible

ting into the atmosphere a gaseous plume

of the pollution. Vegetation stress was iden-

relationship between plant stress and the

bringing a mixture of pollutants to neighbour-

tified thanks to measurements in the visible

presence of heavy metals, as well as to ap-

ing urban areas. The project aims to detect

short wave infrared obtained by the HyMap

ply the method on larger scales.

the presence and concentrations of polluting

sensor. The project result is a map of the

gaseous compounds in the atmosphere on

contaminated areas drawn up more quickly

Coordinator

the basis of the hyperspectral data obtained

and reliably than it is possible using geo-

- Milieumetingen, VITO

in the medium and far infrared by the AHS

chemical field analyses.

Partner

sensor. Many chemical compounds have a

- Centrum voor Milieukunde, UHasselt

spectral signature in these wavelengths. A

Coordinator

number of image processing techniques were

- Africa Museum

applied to try and detect a plume against a

Partner

sometimes homogenous (vegetation, wa-

- British Geological Survey

ter surface) and sometimes heterogeneous

United Kingdom

background. A synoptical map of SO2 concentrations was produced, detecting emissions
of this colourless gas throughout the plume
emitted from the emission chimney.

Coordinator
- Signal and Image Centre, RMA

Partners
- VMM
- ONERA, France
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(Long distance comprehending)
As a valuable source of information, satellite and airborne imagery is
destined to an even greater use in the future.
The national research programme for Earth observation STEREO I explored the following thematic fields:

Vegetation and agriculture
Cartography and land management
Study of coastal regions
Innovative technologies
Use of hyperspectral imagery
More than fifty projects were carried out by multidisciplinary teams
in numerous domains, from pure theory to the most concrete
applications.
Earth Observation Helpdesk
Wetenschapsstraat 8 Rue de la Science
1000 Brussels
http://eoedu.belspo.be

STEREO I
Research programme
for Earth observation
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